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Endako, i 
strike ; 
ended 
F~SER ~.AK~., B.C.I 
(CP) - -  A biter ellPat-and-a- I 
half. month strike at I 
Canada's ' largust mol- 
ybdenum mine ended 
Thunday a8 employees of~ 
Placer Development Ltd.'el 
Endako mine v0tsd by an 80.: 
per-cant majority to re~n! 
to work. i 
The ~ shift at the mino, i
bit by a walkout of 485 
workers  las t  Feb.  14, tol 
slated to be on the Job early I 
Friday. , 
• The contract, termed by ~ 
union spokesman Peter 
Camera the best over oh. 
inined in B.C.'s open-pit, 
metal.mining lnduetry~ 
provides for a wage and 
benefit Increase totalling: 
37.d per Gent spread over • 
S0 ,month  cont ract  
retroactive to hut Dec. 31. 
The agreement was 
worked out last weckead 
with the help of Labor, 
Minister Allan Williams and 
mediator Ken AlburttnL . . . .  ,. , 
cast In tbe vote bald by the, ~ 
Canadlan Ass~clatinn 7of 
Industrlel, Mechanical ~'and' ~/,( 
Allied Workers as the ~ 
m~Jori~ of strikor8 bays lef( 
the community o !o~ for 
work eb~wbere dur~S ~ 
lengthy ditpute which 
soveral timu erupted into 
vlnlmum 
Mel  hem cu, a r,.ce  
Devdopment opokssman at 
the mine about 160 
bilometrm west 'of Prince 
George, maid about 1:~6 
miners have quit "elOcu.,,th~ ' 
strthe began. He 
about 3O to 4O .per cent 
those wouldrm~n to,work ,(t 
~ad~/_o m~/ed  th~ : 
T~, . . t~, . , ,  t . . . ? - ,  e.~ v ' r , -~o~V 
VIC~ICP,[I,, : ; .C., 
• V~'g~:,:~ / 
~,"~ 77178 
E61. 
r 
, . .... . . . .  . ' .~  .. :. 
• TERRACE-K IT IMAT hof 
, •tuttis, 
Sartorial, etci Call]W,, Wt.art. , . Friday, November, llk 19. , 20C 
Ipn lieN: '!|rSll| hi;, i &n,: P.I.." • " . :  
In Juns, 1~1, heutly ~1~ 
to the mine employees w~. 
range between ~.M and 
$11.75. In the 18st cmtraet, 
PaY ranged from ~a.U b 
WJO. 
Both figures included a 
coatof-livlng allowance 
averaging nine per cenL i 
The contract also featares 
an innovation which 
Camerm said will have far- 
machi~ ~ecu oa ~tl~t 
aettlomen~ In the ~ t  
industry. 
The company will 
recommend that the Endako 
mine have a common era. 
tract expiry date with the 
aunpany'a Gibraltar mine 
near Williams Lake, also hit 
by a tense walkout late in 
Y 
in the Printmoblle, located at Northwest Community 
Photo by Don Schsffor 
, • , m .  
Dang Bldeninks plate in preparation to make a print 
College in Terrace, 
teaching aid 
Looking at her student's 
work, she said, "these people 
can be really proud of what 
they have done." 
"This woman had never 
done any printing before and 
her work has improved 
steadily over the last couple 
of Weeks," she said. 
Armstrong and her 
assistant Dang Baden, who 
comes from the Emily Cart 
College of Art and is now 
working fer the Outreach 
program, demonstrate the 
Printmoblle's equipment 
Printmobile a 
• By DON 8CHAFFER two weeks ,  and  Eve lyn  
Herald Staff Writer Armstrong, artist and 
teacher of prinlmaking said • 
The Printmobile, a that the results of the 
travelling trailer equipped to workshops and the course 
provide pr intmaking she offered while she has 
facilities of all kinds, has been in Terrace were really 
been in Terrace for the last pleasing. 
Yolma ~s No. s~ 
14 Flavors 
DOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
4636 Larelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
ape 1Oa.m.~ p.m. dallyexcept Sunday 
Frl.tJll9 p~. .  
 KET_  
O 'CP ] r  
f ly ing 
By ED YUDIN Emergency fire service the picket line. One 
Herald Staff Writer was not available, so the fireman, who is on 
, C.P.AIr decided to go day's flights had to be probation, crossed the 
ahead with its normally scrubbed, picket line on Friday. 
scheduled flights Friday While the situation is The air radio operators 
despi te  picketing by air chahging day to day, have stationed them- 
radio operators at the airport management are selves near the new 
Terrsce.Kitimat airport, in rad io  contact with parking lot, forcing 
Peter Chettle, the department of transport passengers tocarry their 
a i r l ine ' s  Ter race  flremen, who have joined own luggage to the air- 
manager, ,  confirmed the air radio operators on port terminal. 
Friday that emergency 
service would be 
provided by department CONFERENCE of transport ~emen if 
required, and that a 
weatherman la available. ASSURED 
That effectively cleared 
the  way for the flight The alzike by air radio operators may have 
service, shut down air traffic in and out of Terrace, but ff 
Fr idaymorulng's f l t~t  C.P,  ,air  has its way, it won't affect this 
was delayed out of weekend'~ Yellowhead Interprovinclal Highway 
Vancouver Cbettle said, AasoclaUon Convention. 
adding that.the morning Dave Maroney, the mayor of Terrace and 
flight would take off as official host for the convention, said Wednesday 
soon .as passengers are organizers have received assurances from C.P. 
bussed .in • from Prince Air in Edmonton that the over 100 delegates will 
Rupert.. i '~  be flown in and out of Terrace on schedule. Air 
Thursday'sfl iahtswere radio operators in Terrace set up pickets 
can.celledwbenair radio Wednesday, cancelling all instrument-rated 
operators walked off the flights. 
Job to protest their Operators also walked out at the Prince 
contract problems with Rupert airport. 
the  government .  
Pickets hnhappy 
. , ,~=~A,~.  & ,~. , ,~ .v  . '  . ". ' : ; : ' .  ~- . . . . . . . .  , : .  . ,  . . . .  " ' " '~  
B), DON 8CJI~d~F/~I~ ideket l/me ~'k hoping much as anyone lse, but 
Herald Staff Writer 
"It bothers us as much 
as anyone else." 
Air radio operator Ken 
Wr~ht doesn't like to go 
on strike, but he and the 
other members of his 
union don't like the way 
they've been treated in 
negotiations with. the 
Treasury Board in Ot- 
tawa either. 
The air radio 
operator's, who monitor 
nav igat iona la ids  and 
other safety equipment 
as well as offer advice to 
the air controllers, have 
never been on strike 
before, ; according to 
that Ottawa will make we've waited for a year 
1heir union !an acceptable and a half to settle it in 
offer quickly, so that ~ey other ways, and here we 
can get back on the jan. are. 
" It 's seroim," Wright . "It just had to come to 
said. "It bothers us as this, I guess." 
Legislation 
' pected 1S ex  
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) --  Thursday. 
The federal government will Mike Stokes aid a threat 
probab ly  int roduce by the transport ministry to 
leghdation ordering striking fire essential workers if they 
marine and air radio do not return to work will 
operators back to work, a have little effect on the 
union spokesman said 1978 and early this year. In 
return, the Gibraltar 
workers will get addilonal 
• five-per.cent raises In S 1 
~ l t~ ' tes ta t iveqren-  "LOS ANGELEs (CP) -- A operate in Canada withaUt 
merit, dkeipliusry ae~o~ select O.S. audience was fear that he country k about 
usderiakesby the company assured Thursday tha't to break up because of 
against 18 employees who Canadahasa'resync~omio Quebec's separat is t  
allegedly were involved in future because of huge government, Gillies said.. 
HlaiPd actions de'in8 the energy supplies that should De Cotret acknowledged 
will strike be reduced, make it a prtme'ehofcu for the nest 12 to 18 months will 
An employee that he cam- future business investment, be difficult for Canada, 
peny wanted fired will be Prime Minister Clark's mainly because of the 
IPven a one-year ausipetadon chief policy adviser,. James business recession expected 
instead. Sin others will have Gillies, told about 125 in United States. But that 
six-month asapemdmi cut to business executlves that 
10 wesks and the rmnsinder Canadaiseatbevecgeottbe .Rents to 
weeks.Will have threemonth grUtsst stage of develop. Increase mmpennions chopped to five ment the country has over 
All the suspensions are Senator Robert de Cotret, 
s0bJeet to grievance minister of state for VANCOUVER (CP) -  
p'ocedurm and arbitration, economic development," was Apartment dwellers' can 
The amnesty issue far the only eltghtiy leg optimistic, expect o pay more rent In 
18 employees was a major sayto8 that after l~t to 18 1960 if current high interest 
inetor which delayed a months of economic dif. rates persist, says a 
settkment, flculty, Canada should enter spokesman for the Rental 
a period of strong growth. Housing Council of B.C. Co l l i s ion  Hayes, council U.S, executives was executive director, said 
k i l l  s ._.w o Canadian°rganized eomulate Joint y byin Loath° ~ming°wnersThursdaYwh°Seup that form'gag'r newalapartment are re 
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) -- Angeles and by the Ontario- 
A truch leaded with diesel baaed Niagara L'mtltute, an tsclnginterest rates M 15 per 
fuel collided with a frstght economic research group. L~mt and more, cGmpered 
train thiJ mornl~J, Idlllag Similar meetinp are with the old rates of nine or 
two persons and seriously planned for Chicago later 10 per'cent. 
Injuring two others, this month and Atlanta, Ga., "The.cast wlilbe paged on 
anthorltim said. in December. to the tatar," he said. 
Dr. Anthony Appel, st- 
tending physician at Sacred 
Heart Hospital, said two 
persons were eritlcaHy in- 
~'ed. The train wu a 
westbound Union Pacific 
exploelon were not Im- 
mediately available, but 
authorities said they 
evacuated nearby rmdenis 
daftly after the blast. 
The explceion occurred 
about S s,m, in an industrial 
on the ulty'O ~ IJda, a 
S~okone Fire Department 
dispatcher mid. 
Gillies, who acted as Apartment vacancies in 
coeferenoe chairman, maid the Greater Vanconver area 
Canada is going to become a now are .4 per cent, the 
different place during the lowest level in three years, 
' and the rats might drop oven 
next 10 to IS years,  lower if the new mortgage 
Eeonemic power will ,haft interest rats causes housing 
west and Ontario might even starts to falter in 1900, said 
find Itself as a have-not or 
poorer province, he Hayes. 
predicted. He said the market 
traditionally loses renters 
There are enormous re- who buy their own homes, 
sources of energy in Canada but the high interest rates 
and the Progre~lve Con- cuuld force many of these to 
sarvative government re~min in apartments. 
• elected last May has 81ve~ The new high interest 
prl.orlty to developing rates will also cause a 
umn, na said. dowdown in building new 
U.S, businessmen can spartmento, he added. 
Our future rosy 
will be followed by a period 
o( sustained growth, he said. 
When a "participant 
questioned e Cotret about 
the Foreign Investment 
Review Agency, the minister 
said he holm to announce 
propesod changes in the 
sc reen ing  af fency 's  
operations.to nake it t~e  
efficient within two weelts. 
Manitobd Pt '~mler  
Sterling Ly0n. told the 
seglon h~. l ~  to. p tm 
for an e~d tO PIRA. It is k 
damper 0~ I~Pecllve in. 
vestment, he ~dd. 
EnargypHcing iad fual~" 
unresolved questi~ f~ the 
Canadian economy, Ly0ti 
rioted. Manltoha sup~rto aft 
increase in domestic oil 
prices to 8buut ~0, enough to 
finance more reaourc~ 
de.velopment, from about 
813.75 a barrel. 
Deputy lndus~y Minister 
Marshall Cohen said Canada 
doesn't appreciate U.S. 
efforis to ~ some com. 
mercial problems by 
agreeing to recognize 
Canadian grievances only if 
offered some benefit from 
Canada. He  referred 
specifically to U.S. efforts to 
get Canada to repeal a 1776 
law restricting tax deduc. 
tions for advert/sing on U.S. 
border broadcasting stations 
in return for exempting 
Canada from provisions of a' 
U.S. law limiting deductl~s 
for attending foreign con- 
ventless. 
There was also s wiled 
threat from a Canadian 
e~eriD, executive that the 
U.S. should be ready to offer 
trade concessions toCanada 
in return for receiving 
eurlff supplies. 
strike. 
happily for anyone who. R ichard  Keeman,  
comes in. smother of the striking ~__  ~ _ = = • 
It is equipped to allow workers. L "~ST~. ] [V  ~ l I  1,~,~11~ 
artists and students to de The workers are also ~ . - -~ . " , / _ "~- -  ,,-'~_.__~".__"~.."'~..., . . . .  
OTTAWA tukq 3ran  ,-i ~ .p ,  v.sum us uvmtMt  hand lithography, intaglio concerned that the air- . - -- - " safe . . . . .  d - -  - 
printing; silkscreening, nora 's  safety is An. sport Minister non g cam occur a~aw 
etching, relief printing and. ,~,~,,n,,,,~ ,,~,~'. ,~.... =~ Mazankowskl Warned of carriers are exercmmg 
mane printing """~T-q,-,.~ ._ ,,,,~.,~ ,,,,~7 ~ possible aviation safety ~.u'eme caution to p~. vep' 
,m.. ~,./2,_., . , .  ~. ou me Jan. Tne hazards today as most ti l ls poss ib i l i ty ,  
spe'~ored'-by't"~"Em'lly Ca~ mivtgatJo~l aids.that the ~ radio s~tism w.ere _.Tram.era7 " Board ..I~. ~nt 
Colle~e's0utreachnroeram. en umauy momtor are cmseo or providing m]y ~mc~au" ~tevens am m me 
which is designed to take roannnnn~..., by themselves, em .e~.~c.y p.rvi.ess, a: a Co mon..s, hle negotiators 
artistie faeilities to places in sea "'n one of mem resultotmesuruteoyzeoeral are ..w~t)m8 to resume 
radio stars negouauons British Columbia where happens to stop working . oper . 
• there otherwise would be Ir0Darlv, then any in- 1"~ • .  • 1 11 • 
limiteda.ccesstutbem. Tbe. s'tnun" en't-rated ti/ghts ruHon I S  b l a m i n g  
programnerewasspensorea could set  lost  " aosa 
by lthe Terrace and Distr ict ,  K~l lan  'm ' . . . .  ., . . . . . . . . .  | _  1 P~ 
Arts Council• ; l "We' ebeen'm." so t reasury .  Dears  o i le r  
• A~mstrongs tenure w th rl in 
,h, v~s,v,,,,,~,,,. ~,, ,  orh,~ po0 y negotiat ions Skeena MP Jim Fulton than what the union and 
this Weekend.~ and she will m tltlmallynantocome,, said the _question of the management were near 
~velbacX to Merritt where ~ . t~.  said Wright, radio operators strike settling on. 
8It~ h~s her own sfudio~ ~'Wenope i tdonsn ' t lu t  whlch has now escalated " I  don't think the 
~i~/e~ IdOn his way back to  long,, beta.use the safety from working to rule and treasury beard should be 
Vdnc0~ve~ of me a~rport is in spot strikes to a nation- i n t e r f e r i n g i n 
., If G(.~.Bowde.n can.make question without us wide walkout was raised negotiations," Fulton 
me ~p, ne wm conouc~ a there" 
Workman On intaglio erie. .. • .. in the house today, said, charging that this 
ting th~weekend. °-  ~ Keeusn..said.tnatltwsa Fulton explained that was a breach of good 
Next week the Printmchile ¢ . . to  .tee molvlauai while the negotiations faith. "The treasury 
will be in Kitimat where unes umey wanted to were nearing agreement, board should not be 
Anne Barry, an Ontario use the airport, the treasury board came trying to impose their 
~tist, will conduct classes. All members of the out with an offer lower views on negotiations." 
GITK& N-CARRIER HOLD MEET 
The Gltksan-Carrier Tribal Council will hold 
its second Annual Convention at Kbpinx Village 
on November 7,8, and 9, 1979. 
The Gitksan-and Carrier people from 
Moricetown, Hngwilgat, Kkpiox, Glen Vowell, 
Qtanmaax, Kltsagukla and Kltwanga will 
gather to re-affirm their support for the land 
claim which the tribal council presented to Hugh 
Faulkner in 19"77. 
On behalf of his government, Faulkncr ac- 
cepted the !977 declaration sa a recognized land 
claim. The document now rests with the federal 
government awaiting further action. 
This year the program, which has been ex- 
• tended to three days to aceomodate he council's 
I _J 
growing activities, will include the president's 
program reports, committee reports, a 
st of celebrailon, a festival of "thought. 
provoking" information centres, elections, a 
banquet and dance finale. 
President Bill Blackwater will introduce this 
year's slogan which represents the 1980 goal of 
Tribal Council: "Learning Today-Leading 
Tomorrow" .  
The Council was created to be an instrument of 
the people and has pledged itself to remain so. 
The Gitlumn and Carrier people invite all in- 
terested observers of any nationaiity to attend. 
The educational value of the conference can be 
unlimited if Indian and non-lndian participants 
grow in understan, ding and knowledge. 
i 4 e 
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Pump is a nuclear, plant. , problem, "l .EW  , . ,  
WASHINGTON tAP) A mission to call a meeting on findings appear to have there is, the more difficult it make adjustments should be shut down "until 
newstudy questions whether 48 hours notice Thursday of under~timated the damage would be for cooling water "On most plants l don't such time as the safety of , 
emergency ooling pumpa t from. emergency pumps to think it's going to be a big these systems in assured." WASHINGTON (Reuter) nedy went off a bridge on 
atomic power plants can be flow through the core during problem, but a.let of work is In a letter to Senator Gary -- Senator Edward Kennedy Chappaquiddick Island, 
Hart (Dem. Colo.) and of Massachusetts on Mass. His passenger Mary 
Jo Kopechne, a 28-yearold 
aide to his slain brether 
relied upon to work as ex. 
peeted, po~lM what.one U.S. 
government official calla "a 
potentially significant 
problem" for the nuclear 
industry. 
The concern caused the 
Nuclear Regulatory Com- 
more than 60 industry that might be done to 
 pr mav., . inulodin , mml  
reactor designers, fue~ onreactorfuelrods,-uring 
suppliers and utility of- a nuclear accident. 
flctala. Darrell glsenhut, acting 
The government study, director of operating 
based on testa at the Oak reactors at the commission, 
Ridge National LAboratory said in an Interview the 
and outlined In a commiaslna agency is concerned because 
staff report, says earlier the more cladding damage 
an accident, going to have to I~ done to 
Eisenhutenidthepeoblem, show us that it's not," 
which he described as being Eisenhut said. 
"potentially significant," 
might affect all U,S. nuclear Nuclear ' critic Ralph 
reactors. But, he era- Nader said the concerns are 
pbenized, itis too early to tell significant enough that hose 
how many plants will have to .plants believed to he affected 
No chickening out On this policy 
By ALEX BINKLEY . ports, but be cays it will" out about an agreement crltizedin tbe Commons and" deliberately tried under the 
OTTAWA (CP) - - .  remain a secret to avoid under which Canada has to by farm groups, agreement to hurt. poultry 
Agriculture Minister Jchn ruffling any feathers In the accept 45 million pounds of Butchickenprocassorsare p oducers, will be rewarded 
Wise is hatching apolicy for poultry bnsinees, U.S. chicken thin year, tl~ also unhappy because they with a virtual monopoly of 
dealing with chicken ira. As details have dribbled minister has been harshly say two firms, which have the imports. found lacking Mcanwhife those elements Co operation of the prucesaing industry m which have been much more 
supportive of Canadian 
producers will he denied 
By STEPHEN SCOTT meat wants to deal with in. drucflonint but they are not h'mn the change of govern- equal access to the ua'~ally- 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  You 
would think when grown 
porsens want to get on with 
the people's work they would 
co.operate and agree how 
best to go about it. 
Wouldn't you? 
It's not necessarily so in 
the Commons. 
By appearances, two of the 
most Important people 
charged with getting 
business moving, Walter 
the next week. 
Baker said be couldn't say 
because questions posed to 
the IJhenak in a House 
leaders meeting this week 
had not been answered. 
(Those meetings are 
supposed to be confidential, 
but everybody knows that 
the 8ovemmont is anldag for 
limitations on debating 
time,) 
MacEachen told Baker he 
about to give a bunch of 
debate.restricting com- 
miimenis that they failed to 
get from Baker when he was 
in oppoultlna. 
Tortes admit hey played a
bit of a holdup game on ocen- 
~don last seasien but they be- 
lieve the Liberals are 
playing it dirtler thls sesnian. 
And so it goes. 
The basic Liberal premise 
is that any government 
moat May 22. . cheaper U.S. chickens, 
Mter May 22, Baker said various company spokesmen 
he ~vanted frequent con- nay. 
sultations with Rouse 
leaders o that the buulnesa The two flrmsMaple Ledge 
of the House can be swifter. Farms of Norvni, Ont., and 
He talked then and now the Lohlaws Ltd. grocery 
abeut co.oporstlan with the. 
upposlten. 
Threatening 
to quit talks 
store organization -- 
deliberately increased their 
imports of usually-cheaper 
U.S. chicken in the last four 
years to Ix7 to weaken the 
recently.formed Canadian 
Chicken Marketing Agency, Baker and Allan MacEs- would have an answer today claim to urgency has no 
chen, ace bickering as much 10ut he Tory should be able credibility because the LONDON tAP) --  Black farmers and processors say, 
as co-oporaflng, to say what the haainosa of 
Baker is preJddent of the the Commons will he witinMltr 
Privy Council and govern- those answers. 
meat leader in the Com- Bakersaidnoandthatwan 
mona. MacEachen i former the end of that exchange. 
president of the Privy Baker end MacEachen alp 
Council and now ix House • pear to be getting along Jmt 
lsadorof the Liberal appeal- as well as they did when 
Uon. their roles were reversed in 
They are charged with the last Parliament. 
formulating their respective MecEachen has said rather 
parties' strategy in dealing acidly that he will give 
with business before the mO Baker as much cooperation 
MPs as Baker gave him last 
They gave an inclination session- little. 
Thursday how they are Baker has made clear he 
getlin~ along with that. ' considers the Liberals are 
As in usual on that day, obstructing the business of 
MacEacben asked Baker the Commons. Liberals ay 
what"busin~s the g.oyem- that they are not oh- " goes on to business resulting for m.  
Conservatives waited4 14 national ist guerri l las When questioned, Wise 
months after their election threatened to "pack our hags will only nay there will he no 
before opaning Parliament. and 80 back to war" unie~' special treatment for the two 
Brit.,in modifies its firms, He refuses to 
Meaewhfle, the Commons propo~in over control of elaborate saying that under 
continued Thursday stut- Zimbabwe Rhodesia during the law, processor are en. 
taring through clause-by- a proposed ceanofire and rifled to imports based on 
clause debate on govern- new elections in the Afrinan their foreign buyings of 
meat legislation to give country, chickenlnthalaetfewyenrs. 
legislative authority to Lib- 
eral budget programs that "Britain's Conservative But government sources 
came into effect last fail. In government will not rest say that Wise hem made it 
this case, Liberals and Con- until we actually clear to the trade depart. 
sarvatives sit still while the capitu late,"  guerri l la ment that there is to be no 
New Democrats criticize, spokesman Eddinon Zvohgo p~'eferential treatment for 
The governmantsays that said Thursday night, the two firms and other 
all legislation relath~ to the "H they insist we will pack companies are to be treated 
last budget must be ap- our bags and go back to the equally whenimport permits 
proved before the Commons war. This is make or break are being sought.. 
In the Commons Wed- 
nesdsy, the minister said he 
has told June Manzios, head 
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i 
of the. National Farm 
Products Marketing Council, 
to suggest to Maple Lodge 
and Loblaws that • they 
reduce their !mpom volun- 
fur protracting creation of 
the chicken agency for 
almost five years, allowing 
outfits such as Maple Lodge 
and Loblaws to bring in as  
much U.S. chicken as 
possible to ensure they would 
always be able to set large 
quantities ofthe cheaper i a. 
ports. 
He rejected oppsition 
charges that he had sold out 
producers by agreeing to 
imports of 45 million pounds 
this year, 48.5 million In 1980, 
another 52 million in 19~1 and 
an annual increase of 6.5 per 
cent thereafter. 
The Conservatives moved 
as fast as possible after 
taking power and were able 
to keep imports down to 45 
million pounds instead of the 
65 million pounds that would 
have been reached this year. 
The import levels were re- 
quired under internaUanni 
trade rules for the creation 
of the chicken agency. 
Wise warned, farmers 
before the talks started that 
Canada would have to accept 
a lot mere chicken than 
producers wanted. 
But the farmers till feel 
let down by the government 
and are trying to organize a
Parliament Hill demon- 
stratlen for thin week to 
',~kv Ise Faro. 
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demand that ~lse represent 
their interests better. 
Repre,~entstive Morris Udall 
(Dem. Ariz.), chairmen at 
congrenslonal nuclear power 
subcommlites, Nador said 
the findings "place a grave 
cloud of doubt" on the ability 
of an atomic power plant's 
emergency ooling system to' 
cool. the core adequately 
during an accident. 
The emergency cooling 
system automatically starts 
when there is an interruption 
-of normal core cooling in a 
reactor. 
But, explained Einanhut, 
since• additional cladding 
damage in the core would 
reduce the flow of the cooling 
water, the question is 
whether the emergency 
cooling system can keep' 
plants cool enough. 
Fuel cladding is made up 
of long, thin zirconium ahoy 
tubes, that hold the fuel in 
place inside the reactor core. 
Scientists have known for 
years that the cladding can 
expand or even rupture 
during an accident in which 
the normal flow of cooling 
water is interrupted. 
But, says the new report. 
,"the trend of recent data 
shows the likelihood of more 
:ruptures, larger ruptures 
and greater flow blockages 
than previously believed" In 
the cladding. 
The new report apparently 
has no direct link to the 
nuclear accident at the 
Three Mile Island plant last 
March. In that accident, 
large amounts of fuel 
cladding were domagnd but 
the emergency ..eoollng 
system cooled the core down 
to a manageable tem- 
mrature. 
I 
TIIIUMF 
TREATS 
CANCER 
VANCOUVER (CP) • 
The Triumf nuclear 
accelerator treated its 
first cancer patients 
Thursday. 
They were irradiated 
with a beam of plans, a 
new kind of radiation that 
doctors believe will be 
much more effective than 
convenfleani x-rays. 
The two patients, both 
of whom beve.j,sk~q 
tumors, will re~lv~ a 
course of 1O treatments. 
For comparison, some ot 
the cancerous nodules 
will be irradiated with z- 
rays. 
• In later tests the pions 
will be aimed at deep- 
seated tumors. It is with 
such tumors that pions 
are thought o he most 
valuable because the 
particles act lika~ tiny 
depth  charges ,  
penetrating deep into 
body where they are 
captured by atomic 
nuclei, which then m. 
plode. 
Pious do relatively little 
damage on the way in, in 
contrast to x-rays, which 
deliver their biggest 
punch to the skin. 
Six patients will be 
treated over a aix.weck 
test period. 
T r iumf  s tar ted  
operating in 1974 and 
biological experiments 
started in 197S but it is 
only in the last few 
months that he cycl~ron 
~s  produced steady, bi~ 
power beams uitable for 
medical treatments. 
; DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
" !Swimming Pool Program Openings 
We ,stlli,l,have spaces available In the following 
programsi' 
R.L;.S.S. -Jonlor & Senior Artificial Resusltatlon 
: Natl~al Asseclaflon of Underwater Instructors 
• Skin Diving Course 
• LadlesMaternlty League. IGentle Water Exorcises) 
R.L.S.S.. National Life Guard Certification 
(Minimum required Bronze Cressl 
'"COME ALONG WITH US" and sign up now for these " 
AQUATIC PROGRAMS 
For further Information phone 
638.1177 
Thursday night relived the 
incident at .Chappaquiddick 
I0 years ago in which a 
woman drowned when his 
car went off a bridge and 
said: "I wish that I'd done 
other things". 
In his first television i ter- 
view since his aides laun- 
ched a Kennedy for 
Pres ident  committee 
M,onday, Kennedy said: 
It will remain a personal 
tragedy for me. I've ac. 
ecpted full responslbUity for 
it. There isn't a day of my 
life that goes by in which I 
don't feel a sense of anguish 
anda sense of loss about it," 
On the night of July 18, 
1969, a car driven by Ken- 
Robert KennedY, drowned. 
Asked Thursday night on 
ABC television's 20-20 why 
he did not report the accldont 
until 10 hours later, the next 
morning, Kennedy said: 
"I've relived this a thousaed 
different imes and wished 
that I'd taken other kinds of 
actions. 
"I wish I had, on that eve." 
ning, I don't question, I don't 
question that. But this is the 
way that it happened, this is 
the way that It happened. I 
wish thst I'd dbne other 
things, but this is the way 
that it happened." 
iRA weapons seized 
DUBLIN (Ranter) - -  Irish 
police have seized almost 200 
guns and a large amount of 
ammunlUon during a raid on 
a foreign ship in Dublin, 
police sources said today. 
• The sources aid the arms, 
which Included U.S. military 
rifles and revolvers, were 
believed to have come from 
the United States and were 
destined for the Proviaionni 
Irish Republican Army. 
Some heavier weapons were 
also found. 
It was believed to be one of 
the biggest arms seizures in 
the republic. 
• Police raided the cargo 
boaL early Thursday after 
they were tipped off abuut 
the shi .p.ment, he seuresa 
said. 
Several persms are being 
qucetloned in connection 
with the shipment, the 
sources added. ~" Police 
sources refused to name the 
vessel and the police have so 
far made no official 
statement on the raid. 
Its US or more war 
SAN SALVADOR (AP) - -  •"The road to violence and 
El Salvador's new ruling civilwar that extreme ri~t. 
and left-wing minorities Junta, hit by a wave of 
political violence that has 
taken 7~ lives since it came 
to power 18.days ago, ap 
pealed to the public to accept 
• the new government or risk 
civil war. 
"There are twO roads to 
resolve our problems." Junta 
leader Col. Adolfo Arnuldo 
MaJano said in a television 
address to the Central 
American nation Thursday. 
want. to force us into, (or) a 
regime of participation and 
true social change urged by 
the armed forces." 
Arnoldo MaJano and a 
second army colonel ed the 
coup that toppled President 
Carlos Humberto Romero .  
Oct. 15. Three civilians then 
Joined the Junta in a bid to 
give' it . broad-based 
representation. 
French ganster shot 
PARIS (CP) --  French 
gangster Jacques Mesrine, 
Wanted in Canada for 
murder and armed robbery 
and regarded as France's 
Public Enemy No. 1, was 
shot and killed today in a 
working-class neighborhood 
in Paris, government of- 
liciais eai~. 
A girl-friend of Mesrine 
was reported shot and 
seriously wounded in the 
shootout with 50 police of. 
ricers directed personally by 
Police Chief Maurice 
Bouvier. 
The handsome, flare- 
boyant Mesrine had era. 
harrassed French police for 
months, slipping in and out 
of Paris and France despite 
a. country-wide dragnet. 
A special police anti- 
banditry squad, which had 
been tracking Meerine was 
several weeks, finally,, 
cornered him at Porte d~:~ 
Clagnancourt, northern 
Paris. 
Mesrine was reported 
taken unawares by police at 
the wheel of his car and shot 
before he had time to use two 
hand grenades found in the 
vehicle. 
Jaggers get divorce 
LONDON tAP) -- In a been married for eight 
brief 18-minute hearing after 
months of transatlantic legal 
argument, rock star Mick 
Jagger and his jet.setter 
wife, Bianca, were granted a 
divorce today in a London 
court. Terms of any financial 
settlement were not dis- 
closed. 
The 36-year-old eader of 
the Rolling Stones rock 
group and the 32.year.old 
Nicaraguan-born Biunco had 
years. 
Jagger was not present but 
his wife, who filed for 
divorce on grounds of 
adultery, seemed to hold 
hack tears as she took the 
witness stand in the High 
Court, reporters said. 
Dressed in black and 
wearing a pillbox hat and 
veil, the diseoloving Mrs. 
Jagger was in the witv~sa 
box only three minutes. 
So much for freedom 
LA PAY, tAP) --  Bolivia's 
new military 'strongman, 
Col. Alberto Natusch, 
declared a state of siege, 
dissolved congrm and had 
himself named president 
only hours after leading a 
bloody coup and promising 
his countrymen political 
freedom. 
The state of siege, which 
• suspends all constitutional 
guarantees, was announced 
late Thursday and came 
amid rumors that a counter. 
coup would be attempted. 
Students, unions and major 
political parties oppose 
Natmck denouncing him as 
a military dictator, 
At least six students and 
workers were killed in 
clashes with soldiers 
throughout the country 
Thursday after Natusch 
seized power from Preddent 
Walter Guevara's civilian 
government. Ouevara's 
dregime was Bolivia's first 
emocratical ly elected 
government ina decade and 
took power only 11 weeks 
ago. Natusch declared 
himoelf president and named 
a cabinet. 
Assassination reported 
LONDON tAP) It did not say when the 
Ayato l lah  Ruhol la'h assassination ccurred and 
Khomeini'a envoy in gave no other details of the 
rebelllon.torn Kurdistan shooting. Tabatabai was 
province in northwestern described as Khomelnl'a 
L . Iran has been assassinated, repr~entative in the Kur- 
Tehran Radio reported dish city of Tabrix,.. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: today, The radio quoted another 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: "One or more persons Moslem leader, Ayatollah 
AUTOMATIC  TRANSMISS ION riding motorcycles" shot Sharl Atmadari, as saying end killed Ayatollah HaJ the assassination was "the 
Seyyed Mohammed All Hadl result of conspiracies of the Cont'd 
TUNE-UP Cont'd a broadcast monitored in against the Islamic 
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Lemdon. Republic." 
Blacks attack po l i ce  
SOWETO tAP) --  Black 
guerrillas blasted a police 
station with hand ~.nades 
end automatle weapons 
in an earlymwning attack 
today in this sprawling South 
African black ghetto. 
Two policemen died of 
bullet wounds. Another 
policeman and a civilian 
bystander also were 
wounded. 
All the shooting victims 
were black. 
Police units poured into 
the community of more than 
one million people, located IS 
kilometres southwest of 
Johannesburg, to mount 
roadblocks and search 
house-to-home for the at- 
• tachera, 
, , . ' . *  . . - :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .7 : -  . . . . . . .  : -  . .  . . . .  
Herald editor Greg Mlddleton is Just one of the local 
photographers sorting who has been through is prints 
for the show of photographic arts here. Photarama 79 
will include the work of 16 local photographers from 
this area. It will open Saturday at 8 p.m. in the 
BY FERR;y ~O~p:;,:. ', ••  
.lOB ORIENTED 
Institute is offering a motel 
and restaurant course for the 
January semester. 
"Our courses come to 
grips with what the 
hospitality 'industry has 
always demanded," said 
Bob Griffiths, OLI co- 
ordiuator of the hospitality 
courses, "that is, practical, 
down-to-earth courses which 
meet he needs of the small 
operator as well as the needs 
of the person thinking of 
getting into the industry." 
The Open Learning ln- 
stituto was created by the 
B.C. ministry of education i  
June of 1978 to provide home- 
study coarses for British 
Columbians wh5 can't take 
advantage of existing~,in- 
stitutions. 
Griffiths said the two 
courses offered in January 
-- Motel Management l and 
Restaurant Management I - -  
are comprehens ive  
packages which give a 
concise overview of the 
factors involved in planning 
a restaurant or motel. 
"We present factual in. 
formation and concentrate 
on the gut issues rather than 
emphasizing theory and 
window dressing," said 
Grifflths. "What we're doing 
is encouraging students to 
take a realistic look at their 
capabilities, goals and 
financial positions as well as 
explaining what the industry 
demands interms of hours of 
work and effort required." 
Don Bellamy, executive 
• director of the Restaurant 
and Food ' Service 
Association of B.C., said 
OLl's coarses could help 
Terrace Hbrary arts room. The show will be up for two 
weeks during flhrary hours. On display will be land- 
scapes, two photo essays, nature photography, as well 
as examples of photo Journalism. 
Bid to break union planned 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The The renewed bid came to 2,700 members of the union our case clearly enough last 
British Columbia Ferry light only hours after union voted, time," he said. 
Corp. is planning to ask the president Shirley Mathieson Bill Bouchard, corporate The move to have more 
province's labor relations announced Thursday that relations manager, said people excluded from the 
board to have scores of the members voted by a 78- Thursday the list that will be bargaining unit bas led to 
licensed officers pulled out of per-cent majority to accept a presented to the labor complaints from those in- 
the Ferry and Marine contract ending July 31,1981, relations beard has not yet volved who complain that 
Workers' Union now that a which provides for raises of been completed and a dlf- ~. since they were made 
n~(v labor ,,agreement ~hds, eight per'eent.in,eacbTea~ of ~ f~mli~ apj~p~ch may be used "management': they ,are . 
hEWn s#ttl~d:' ~ ~ :: ::~ : " .  :~. a two.year agreerngifi~ ::'~: ': izl hea i ; i~ :  *':. " . . . . .  ~ bur/ed~in,&ureaueracy, .lose . 
"Compdny officials Say" About" 60 per cent'of the "Perhaps "we didn't state money because of a ban on 
while the bid to have the overtime for managers and 
officers removed from the say they have lost job 
harguiningunltisnot atop Citi hip security and protection in 
priority, preparations are zeus  c o u r s e  case of misjudgments. 
being made to go before the Some ferry cahtains~ay on 
board. A five-evening program in Society at the request of at least wo occasions secret 
Last year, the govern- citizenship preparation several citizenship judges. It company inquiries •have 
mentowned company asked begins Monday, Nov. 5 at is not intended as a bowed to union-represented 
that 150 officers be removed 7:30 p.m. in room one at "memory" course, although captains and found fault with 
from the union, but the labor Caledonia Senior Secondary ~ere is material in question- non-union captains, although 
relations board allowed only I School. . .,.,,.~ ...... a~swer form for home study, the non, union officers say 
33 masters of major vi~s~els, q'hiseomse,was de~e~61ied~d IPo~" N~iional Film Board the fault lay elsewhere. 
to be removed from the unit. by the Immigrant Services films are part of the course. One of the incidents was 
'I~e first three are intended the Aug. 9 grounding of the 
to give one the feeling of Queen of Alberni in Active 
travelling across this vast Pass in •which non-union 
country, participating in the Capt. AI Bahry was held 
celebrations, traditions and responsible. Bahry's vessel 
everyday life of Canadians. ran aground when he 
The fourth film is a changed course to avoid a 
humourous but informative collision with another ferry. 
picture of the election "They ought o give Bahry 
process, a medal for avoiding that 
The program will cost $10 collision," one captain said. 
and everyone interested is Ferry captains say a move 
welcome. The program runs by the corporation to exclude 
ten hours, Monday and more officers will erode the 
Wednesday evenings, from authority of a skipper over 
Nov. 5 to Nov. 19. his ship and crew. 
Riverside Auto Wrecking.. 
-Licensed mechanics avazlable 
to install parts 
-Used parts & accessories 
-Used cars & trucks 
-Motors & transmissions at 
reduced prices 
.BCAA affiliate 
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TERRACE 
OLI  plans new courses 
B.C.'s Open Learning resolve a pressing problem personal and financial assessment, buying versus 
RECREATION NEWS 
i 
By MARY" ,.MARGARET SMITH-SNEED 
The Terrace recreation department is planning its 
winter session of programs for January to March. 
We would like to hear from individuals in the 
community as to what programs they would like to see 
us offering. We also need qualified instructors to teach 
various general interest, arts and crafts and fitness 
programs. Experienced volunteers are also needed to 
lead sports programs. Remember that good com- 
munity recreation programs depends on the input of 
the entire community so we look forward to hearing 
from you. 
Call Mary-Margaret or Terri at 638-1174 if you have 
any ideas or would like to teach or lead a recreation 
program. 
The Second Annual Pumpkin Carving Party was 
held on Sunday, October 28 in the Arena Banquet 
Room. It was a super success with over 175 children 
and 40 adults carving pumpkins, making costumes 
and just having a lot of family Halloween fun together. 
We would like to thank Overwaitea, Safeway, and the 
Co-op for generously donating pumpkins, and Mr. 
Mikes for supplying us with knives. Through their 
generosity, we are able to hold the event free of charge 
for youngsters in the community ef Terrace. 
Please remember that the noon hour Fun-Heckey 
has started and runs every Wednesday from 11:30 
a.m. to 1 p.m. Change rooms, showers and the con- 
cession are open for your convenience. The fee is $1.50 
per day. 
Also Mens' floor hockey has started at Uplands 
school gym on Friday evenings from 6 to 9:30 p.m. It is 
free of charge. 
The pool is still closed and has not been able to open 
on Nov. 1st as they had expected. Notification 
regarding opening will be given as soon as possible. 
All those people holding pool passes will have them 
extended to cover the total time the pool was closed. 
Also, individuals will be contacted by phone regarding 
the swim lessons that they had signed up for. 
The Womens' self defense program met on Oct 22 
and had numerous women attend with experience in 
the martial arts. The group will meet on Monday, Nov. 
5, in the arena banquet room at 7 p.m. The program is 
free and any woman is welcome to drop by for pointers 
on physical and psychological self defense. 
For further information during office hours, call 638- 
1174 or for pool or arena schedules on special events 
information, call our 24-hour ecorded information 
line 635-9212. 
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in the industry. 
"The industry experiences 
about a 10 per cent failure 
rate every three years in 
part because people who 
know nothing about the 
business are buying 
restaurants," he said. 
He said the number of 
restaurants in Vancouver 
jumped by almost 30 per cent 
last year. 
"We went f rom 950 
restaurants to 1,220," he 
said, "It just defies common 
sense. No industry can take 
growth like that. There's just 
too many people chasing 
after the same dollar." 
Bellamy said B.C. has 
many fine restaurant 
courses at its colleges but not 
everybody can attend a 
college. 
"The OLI courses give 
people in the industry, who 
can't attend a college a 
chance to upgrade them- 
selves," he said. 
Griffiths aid the two, four- 
month courses are easy to 
read with an absolute 
minimum of technical 
jargon and are being written 
by people working in the 
industry. 
"We're not interested in 
offering acourse for the sake 
of offering another court," 
said Griffiths. "We were 
approached by the industry 
to develop a course with a 
content and delivery system 
that would meet a specific 
need and that's what we've 
done." 
Griffiths said the in- 
t roductory  mote l  
management course deals 
with topics such as the 
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requirements of the potential building, planning, property 
motel owner, market values and assistance. 
I LIBRARY BROWSING I
By 
ED CURELL and MARIA YOUNG 
i 
Now that the turmoil of late has subsided, we are 
extremely happy to have settled in to what we think is 
perhaps the nicest l ibrary in British Columbia. 
The major benefit to have been achieved is of 
course, one which has been with us for a few months 
now, that is, more space for the collection. 
The addition has also enabled us to expand the 
children's area, create a more accessible reference 
area, create a separate area for books on Terrace and 
the northwest, and, we have now a record listening 
facility. 
There are four headphone jacks on the posts in the 
central reading area, Anyone can select a record (or 
bring their own) and just ask someone at the desk to 
play it for them. They will be issued with headphones 
and can then relax and listen. Each of the jacks has an 
individual volume control to suit individual 
preferences. 
We hope you will find the library a comfortable and 
relaxing place to be, where your educational, in- 
formational and recreational needs can be met. 
Lyn Hancock is one of our best known British 
Columbia authors. Her books are familiar to many, 
among them There's a racoon in my parka, There's a 
seal in my sleeping bag, and Love affair with a 
cougar. She has recently published An ape came oat of 
my hatbox, her story of Gypsy, a gibbon who she eared 
for. Lyn will be speaking at Terrace Public Library on 
Friday, Nov. 9 at 8 p.m. about her books and travelling 
experiences. Film and slides will be a part of this 
presentation which promises to be highly interesting 
and entertaining. 
Following Hancock, Monica Hughes, a Canadian 
children's author will be reading from some of her 
books on Nov. 22. 
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Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
KCTS 
Sat. 
Movie 
Special 
:t" -, 
; l ' .H , 'h  
11 cBu  
Selree 
Du 
Hockey 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
,cC~ I'd 
t'd: : 
~rnal q~ 
S~rt 
Polltlque 
Autour du 
Monde 
Cont'd 
Nolr 
sur  
Blanc 
Cont'd 
Le 
Mutant 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cinema 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
SUNDAY S p.m. to midnight 
:00 ~ the 
k :iS Press 
• ,' d :30 News 
~:' ~"  :45 Cont'd 
...... i :00 Jack 
~kl :15 Patera 
U :3o How 
:45  Come? 
:15 7:: 
:45 
:45 
10]  :45 
:oo 
11:: :45 
:15 
Dlsney's 
Wonderful 
World 
Cont'd. 
Big 
Event 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
C~t'd 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
News 
Cont'd 
Movie 
Baxter 
C~t'd 
Cont'd 
C~t 'd  
Cont'd 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
Bugs 
Bunny 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Dllney's 
World 
Caflt'd 
Cont'd 
The 
Beachcombers 
Mork and 
Mlndy 
Super 
StuN:tat 
Cont'd 
C~t 'd  
A 
Gift 
to 
last 
Marketplace 
Cont'd 
Ombudsman 
I Cont'd 
National 
Nation's 
Night Final 
Late 
,~ IOW 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
4 BcTv 
(CTV) 
Untamed 
World 
Yan's 
Woklng 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Lou 
Grant 
Outof 
the Blue 
Movie 
Speclal 
Jaws 
Cont'd 
Vegas 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
m 
~S 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
qews Final 
Capital 
Comment 
Late 
Show 
~,ont'd 
,~,ont'd 
Cont'd 
9 KcTs 
(PBS) 
Wind" In 
the Sea 
German 
Soccer 
Cont;d' 
C~nt'd 
Camera 
Three 
Masterpiece 
Docu. 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Connections 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Love for 
Lydia 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
6 Wives of 
Henry VIII 
News 
Cont'd 
Face the 
Nation 
Sunday 
Night 
Movie 
Con't 
! I CBUFT 
Second 
Regard 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Hebdo 
Dlmenche 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Chez  
Oonlle 
Beaux 
Olmenches 
Cont'd 
C~t'd 
C~t'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cant'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Journal et 
S~ort 
Clue 
N~azine 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Beaux 
Art 
Cont'd 
ConVd 
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EDITOR'S 
,JOURNAL 
BY 
GREO 
MIDDLETON 
Now that the air traffic from the south is cut down I
think it might be a good time to respond to some 
comments made by Alex Fraser, the provincial high- 
ways minister. He said we had a good road in to this 
area and airports here and in Prince Rupert. Well, 
perhaps he should talk to his fellow minister, Jim 
Chabot, who didn't come up here last week because it
didn't look like the plane could land here. 
It is true we have airports here and Prince Rupert 
but the Terrace-Kitimat irport is fogged in for a good 
part of the winter months, the road from here to the 
east is a two-day drive to Vancouver and we saw it cut 
in a couple of dozen places by a few days of rain last 
year. The road to the west is one of the most dangerous 
in the province, a province noted for treacherous 
roads. 
As for Fraser's comment hat the ferry is sub- 
sidized, let's talk about he power, lumber, minerals 
and fish that comes out of here so that the fat cats in 
the south can enjoy their comfortable ifestyles there 
and then talk of subsidies. 
Another issue involving public money is the local 
hospital. Perhaps the administrator of Kitimat's 
hospital, Jack Green, has a point when he expresses 
some outrage at being included in an inquiry into" 
health care in the north. 
It is, however, time to consider the whole question of 
health care in northern B.C. and that is what we 
should be discussing. What we need is a long range 
strategy for a major regional hospital in Terrace, 
servicing the smaller hospitals in the outlying areas. 
If the hospital boards would stop cowering in the 
dark trying to cover their ass like some back country 
milkmaid afraid of losing her virginity by even 
sho~ving a bit of flesh we might get Somewhere. 
I think that most of the doctors and nurses here 
would agree when I say that individually the 
professionals in the health care field are •trying to do a 
good job of keeping us healthy and patch us up when 
we get hurt. The problem is in the politics and ad- 
ministration of health care. 
I think that building and protecting empires is what 
is hurting health care in the north. The comments of
the chairman of the board of 1Vlilis Memorial Hospital, 
Wayne Epp, that the reporting of problems within the 
hospital set health care here back three years, is but 
childish pique. His determination to keep the public in 
the dark about he running of the hospital could cause 
a real loss of confidence in that institution, however. 
Gerry Duffus has long been associated with 
municipal politics, showing up regularly to Terrace 
district council meetings. 
Some may view him as a nuisance, others as a 
public watchdog. 
Regardless of one's opinion of the man, his point 
concerning front footage rates were well taken at 
Monday's regular council meeting. 
Duffus' concerns centred around two paving 
projects, one on Keith Avenue, the other on Mc- 
Connell. The figures reveal the Keith avenue job cost 
$128,000, the other $139,000. However, in one case the 
municipality offered to pay $49,000 of the total cost, yet 
spent only $6,300 for the Keith paving. 
In relation to this point, Duffus questioned why 
property owners on Keith were assessed a front 
footage rate in excess of $14, while McConnell 
property owners paid closer to $8. 
He also wondered why, as a taxpayer, he should 
subsidize one project o the tune of 5 per cent and a 
similar one to 35 per cent. What accounts for the great 
disparity? 
Looking at the question more closely, other factors 
come into play. For one, there are fewer taxpayers 
residing on the stretch of McConnell in question, thus 
they would be forced to pay a higher front footage rate 
unless municipal subsidies are offered. 
Another explanation can be found in the bids put 
forward by the contractor, free enterprise being what 
it is. 
Whatever the case, council was unable to forward a 
fully satisfactory explanation as to why the disparity 
existed. 
There may be a way to avoid such hassles in the 
future. Municipal Administrator Bob Hallsor in- 
dicated serious consideration is being given to 
establishing a maximum rate for taxpayers, and 
retrieving it through a utility charge. 
Hopefully, some sort of guidelines will be drawn up 
in the foreseeable future. 
The influence of society 
By EDWIN T. LAYTON JR. pollution and urban decay appear to be'imposed upon 
This is the sixth of a weekly, fifteen-part general society by some mysterious force of technology. When 
interest, non credit, educational series on technology we examine the sources of new technologies, however, 
and change, called Connections, offered by the Open 
Learning Institute. 
Each week, an article will appear in tiffs paper. On 
Sunday, at 8 p.m. on Channel 9 (Cable TV). you can 
watch the weekly PBS television series, Connections. 
part of this multi.media continuing education 
program. As well, you can 'purchase a Viewer's Guide'. 
from the Open Learning Institute. 
In tiffs article, historian of Science, Edwin T. Layton 
Jr., of the University of Minnesota discusses whether, 
technology is out of control or if shaped by societal 
values. 
vi: THE FINLUENCE OF SOCIETAL VALUES 
By EDWIN T. LAYTON JR. 
Henry Ford once said that purchasers ofhis famous 
Model T could have any color they wanted-- so long as 
it was black. 
Certainly technology did not force Ford to produce 
automobiles in only one color. This was a case where 
societal values influenced technology. 
Ford's "Tin Lizzy" was not merely popular; it 
aroused eep affection. It did this precisely because it
embodied many values. The color was in keeping with 
a religious and cultural heritage that valued plain- 
hess. 
Before Ford the automobile had been the plaything 
of the rich; after him it became available to the 
masses. Putting Americans behind the wheel fulfilled 
values nourished on the frontier: mobility, 
restlessness, individualism, and a conception of 
personal freedom that bordered on anarchy. 
Ungainly as it was, the Model Tonevertheless ex- 
pressed an aesthetic principle that form should follow 
function. Perhaps the finest expression of this prin. 
this is clearly not the case. 
The automobile, for example, is one of the most 
important causes of both air pollution and urban 
decay. But automobiles were not forced upon the 
public. Popular literature prior to the introduction of 
the Model T shows that people hoped for, and wanted, 
a cheap ear. They saw the automobile as a way of 
reducing urban congestion by letting people move to 
.green suburbs. It did just that, but it left the inner 
cities to decay. 
Automobiles were expected to eliminate "horse 
pollution," no small matter. They did so, but they 
created a new insidious form of air pollution, "smog." 
Thus the urban decay and air pollution produced by 
automobiles were not caused by some mysterious 
force of technology. They are by-products of doing 
something that the public clearly wanted to do. In this 
case technology is not out of control. Rather, we are 
paying apenalty for our own lack of foresight. 
Social needs 
Technology does not exist for its own sake. It is the 
means by which society achieves certain ends. 
Technological activities are initiated to meet social 
needs. 
The crucial question, then, is how are social needs 
determined? The traditional answer has been market " 
demand. But cheap cars, along with other things that = 
society wanted, require very large, complex in- 
dustrial organizations for their production. A compact 
car would cost about $50,000 if produced by hand. 
As a result, free competition i the open market has 
• been replaced by conscious control by a small number 
of industrial giants. The '!invisible hand" of the free 
market has been replaced by the "visible hand" of 
ciple was the Clipper ship, now often considered the managerial planning. 
most beautiful of all sailing ships. It was, however, Despite the enormous concentration f power in the 
criticized on aesthetic grounds by contemporaries, hands of a tiny elite, there has been little public 
John Griffiths, who invented the Clipper, defended it ' quarrel with the criteria of choice. The public 
by arguing that beauty consisted of "fitness for the grmnbled about the big corporations, but until 
purpose, andproportiontoeffectthe~bjectdesigned.,, recently they appear to have approved of their 
This functionalist aesthetic helped to give form to a products, if not all their practices. 
vast number of things made in Canada and the U.S. 
Here, too, societal values helped guide technology. 
Societal values also account for the demise of the 
Model T. Ford's masterpiece admirably fitted the 
needs and values of a rural market. But urbanization 
and a growing taste for luxury doomed the Model T. In 
the 19.2Cs, General Motors wrested automotive 
leadership from Ford by catering to the new public 
tastes, offering choices of color, models, and luxury 
features. 
Technology and social change 
Though technology is manifestly influenced by 
societal values, many people think that technology 
cannot be controlled. 
Karl Marx was one of the first to express the idea 
that technology determines the course of social 
change. Marx argued that "the hand-mill gives you 
society with the feudal ord; the steam-mill gives you 
society with the industrial eapitaiist/' 
In this case, historical research as refuted Marx. 
The Doomsday census of 1086 A.D. inventoried more 
than 5,000 mills driven by wator-power -- not by hand 
- -  in England alone, at a time when the feudal ord 
was Still very much in evidence. Conversely, we find 
industrial capitalists with factories driven by hand, 
wind, or water power before the adoption of steam. 
There is no inevitable cause-and-effect relationship 
between technological nd social change. Each ad. 
vance in technology creates many new possibilities; 
only a few are realized by a particular society. The 
Amish provide an interesting example; they reject 
most modern technology for religious reasons. 
Over thecourse of centuries China and the West 
often made strikingly different choices concerning the 
social uses of technology. The printing press and 
paper served to entrench the Mandarin establishment 
in China, but stimulated radical social changes in 
Europe. The Chinese also invented gunpowder, but 
used it for firecrackers; the West used it in cannon. 
Social lag 
The idea that technology isout of control may result 
from the way we frame our questions. A useful way to 
understand the interaction oftechnology and society is 
through the theory of "social ag" developed by the 
sociologist William F. Ogbum. 
The interval between an innovation and society's 
adjustment is what Ogburn called "social ag." This 
theory emphasizes the disruptive effects off 
technological change and the need for mechanisms to
protect society. It therefore helps us understand a' 
good deal of recent social history. 
But if we take the new technologies as "given," then 
social problems such as air pollution and urban decay 
appear to be imposed upon society such as air 
The automobile manufacturers, for example, had 
little difficulty "selling" the consumer the idea of 
larger, heavier, more luxurious, and more powerful 
cars. They were more profitable to produce, and the 
consumers eemed very pleased with their "gas 
guzzlers." 
Hut increased weight required more efficient 
engines, which meant increasing the compression 
ratio, which in turn caused a large increase in the 
emission of nitrous oxides. Higher compression i  
automotive ngines was the most important single 
cause of a staggering 628 per cent increase in the rate 
of production of these harmful pollutants from 1946 to 
1967. 
Consumer 's  revo l t  
As Ogburn might have predicted, disruptive and 
threatening ~ technological changes produced a 
reaction from society. The auto makers' neglect of 
safety led Ralph Nader in 1965 to mount a crusade that 
broadened into a consumers' revolt. En- 
vironmentalists, following the pioneering .work of 
Rachel Carson in  1963, had already begun then" 
protests through such agencies as the Sierra Club. 
Scientists. also made an important contribution, 
poInUng to the public dangers inherent in radioactive 
fall-out in the 1950s. More recently, scientists have 
raised serious questions concerning the safety of 
nuclear power. 
In all of these cases the force of aroused public 
opInion brought government action. Perhaps the 
clearest case is provided by the automobile: govern- 
ment, responding topublic pressures, is attempting to
impose a new set of value priorities upon manufac- 
turers, particularly in the areas of safety, pollution, 
and fuel consumption. 
Behind the rancorous debates over particular issues 
someth;ng important is taking place. We are being 
forced to rethink long-accepted fundamentals. Our 
society is attempting toredefine its values, reorder its 
priorities, and reshape the mechanisms through 
which these values guide the course of technological 
development. . 
It is too soon to predict he outcome. But one thing is 
clear: societal values do influence technology. 
NEXT WEEK: Population expert Kingsley Davis of 
the University of Southern CaHfernla discusses the 
relationships among technology, population, and 
resources. 
EDWIN T. LAYTON JR, Is professor of history and 
technology in the Department of Mechanleal 
Englneertng at the University of Minnesota. He is the 
author of "The Revolt of the Engineers, Social 
Responsibility and the American Engineering 
Profession" and he also eo-edlled "The Dynamics o f  
Science and Technology." 
Don Blenkarns. 
Not every Parliament has one. 
Last one to show before Don Blenkarn was sent here 
as MP by the wise and sharply discerning electors of 
Mississauga South was Ralph Cowan who represented 
the Liberals of York.Humber. 
Ralph Cowan has to be one of the all too rare MPs 
who remain unforgettable for speaking his mind and 
never mind the party line, much less the Prime 
Minister. 
At his peak, Ralph Cowan was a better opposition 
MP than anyone in the Conservative or NDP ranks. 
There was nothing his Prime Minister, Lester 
Pearson could do that ever satisfied, far less pleased 
Ralph Cowan. 
And he didn't mind saying so. 
In the bluntest of terms. 
Standing right there, openly on the floor of the 
Commons, tearing Prime Minister Pearson and the 
Liberal party to shreds. 
Some party mavericks whisper their discontent, 
quietly leak their protests to the news media or carry 
on a low-key under-cover campaign against the 
reigning political mestablishrnent. 
Ralph Cowan didn't do that. 
Nor, now, does DOn Blenkarn. 
Both trod on official toes. 
And neither apologized nor even expressed regret 
for kicking sacred cows. 
What sacred cows? 
Well, with Blenkarn, Israel, Canadian Indians and 
Bhodesia. 
Not for Blenkarn to care that i t  was Immigration 
Minister Ron Atkey, vote.crazy over his ethnic 
Toronto riding, who prompted Prime Minister Clark 
into coming out with that statement about moving the 
Canadian embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, thus 
enraging the Arab world and jeopardizing trade with 
the Middle East. 
"Stupid bloody idea," says Blenkarn. 
And in his news-letter toMississauga he goes on to 
compound embarrassment of party and Pr ime 
Minister with the statement that the Israelis, "toe 
busy running around with guns," are so exhausting 
themselves a  to be unable to operate a state viable 
enough to attend even to the housekeeping of main- 
raining the basic of apimarances such as painting 
buildings and homes, cutting the grass and attending 
to the gardens. 
All of this bound to make the Israelis happy. 
But maybe Blenkarn was simply trying to offset. 
the damage of the government's move-the-embassy 
statement. 
Blenkarn is for Rhodesia and against he black 
guerrillas of the misnamed "Patriotic Front." 
In a similar heresy, he's for trade with South Africal 
In both Rhodesia nd South Africa he says the white 
population is merely enjoying the fruits of its in- 
ventiveness, initiative, investment and labor, and that 
it is not up to the international do-gooders, including 
the United Nations, to plot through trade and other 
sanctions to turn it all over to the blacks. 
In a triple-play of flying in the face of government 
posture if not policy, he suggests that the Indians 
should "go back to trapping beaver," instead, o f  
forever "screaming that they can't make it in this 
country" and living off welfare and state subsidies. 
After all, he points out, they were here first, the 
original settlers, and if they couldn't make it with 
their head-start, then there must be some fatal flaw in 
teem. 
Out of touch, you ask of him? 
Wrong. He polls his riding and finds his people are 
with him, 89 par cent of them on the embassy issue. 
i, A neophite? 
,. Uh.Uh;He was an MP before, from '72 to '74, and in 
the Co~ervatlve leadership campaign he was 
Treasury Board President Sinclair Stevens' manager. 
So he knows his way around. 
And is well aware of what he is saying. 
Like Ralph Cowan, he obviously is convinced that if 
something needs saying, then he'll say it. 
Bravo Don Blenkarn. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
In a heated telephone 
conversation this morning, 
Mr. Jack Cook, Chairman of 
the Board of Trustees of 
School District 88, refused to 
reconsider closure of your 
school at the upcoming 
School Board meeting of 
Nov. 6. 
Mr. Cook assured me that 
Mr. Hamilton is the best 
school superintendent we 
have ever had; that Mr. 
Hamilton hue bent over 
backwards tobe fair to you 
people; and that you are all 
quite happy and satisfied 
with the School Boqrd's 
decision to close your Two 
Mile School. 
Mr. Cook also told me 
quite frankly that I am 
sticking my nose in affairs 
which are none of my 
business when I offer my 
support to your cause. 
He also said that he feels 
closure of the school is in the 
best interests of your 
children, and intimated that 
no amount of festa is going to 
change that decision. 
It would appear to me to be 
a clear case of "Don't 
confuse me with the facts, 
my mind is made up." 
You may have come up 
against a brick wall as 
regards the School Board, 
but take heart-there are a 
great many parents who 
support your stand and see 
your school as one in a long 
domino.line ofsmall schools 
which probably face im- 
minent extinction at the 
hands of this School Board 
composed as it is of people 
Who have gained their seats 
by acclamation. Let this be a 
lesson to all parents to 
become more active in the 
control of their schools by 
supporting parent-teacher 
committees, attending all 
school board meetings, and 
most of all, offering their 
time by standing for 
nomination as trustees in 
forthcoming elections. 
Sincerely ours, 
Mrs. Claudette Sandecki 
Dear Sir, 
The Order of the Royal 
Purple in Terrace extends a 
sincere 'thank you' to the 
people and businesses of 
Terrace and District for 
their generous donations in
our recent campaign toraise 
funds for the B.C. Arthritis 
and Rheumatism Society. 
Thanks to the Daily 
Herald, The News Ad- 
vertiser, and to CFTK Radio' 
and TV for their coverage 
and a special 'thank you' to 
the canvassers whose help 
was greatly appreciated. 
Although we did not quite 
reach our objective of$4,000, 
• we were pleased to be able to 
send a little more than $3,000 
to the Arthritis Centre in 
Vancouver to assist hem in 
their esearch and treatment 
of arthritic patients from all 
over the province. 
Yours sincerely, 
Beatrice Parnell 
Diedre Melntyre 
(Campaign Chairpersons) 
Mistake cost ly 
HUDSON'S HOPE, B.C. 
(C'P) -- B.C. Hydro has 
.incurred extensivepower 
los~es at the W. A. C. Bennett 
dam because an oversight 
made it impossible toclose a 
diversion gate in the 
downstream Peace Canyon 
dam, Chris Beapman, 
Hydro's project manager at 
Peace Canyon, said Thur- 
sday. 
Boapman said the gate 
wouldn't 'close because 
workmen neglected to 
secure dogging beams 
before the build up of the 
Peace River reservoir he- 
hind the dam in northeastern 
B.C. 
When it came time to close 
the 50-ton hydraulic gate 
about three weeks ago, it 
wouldn't go down, Boapman 
said. 
The gate was 25 metres 
under water, making it 
necessary to empty the 
reservoir, with a capacity of 
175200 acre feet of water, to 
remove the beams. 
To speed up emptying ef 
the reservoir, engineers at 
the Bennett dam, 22 
kilometreu pstream, cut 
hack the water st/pply for the 
G. M. Shrum generating 
plant, thus reducing its 
power output, for about a 
week. 
"There will he fairly ex- 
tensive costs because of the 
loss of power production," 
Boapman said. 
A Hytiro spokesman in 
.Vancou~'er said figures 
weren't complete on the 
power and financial loss 
resulting from the faulty 
gate.. 
He said Hydro made up the 
lost power ,by borrowing 
from Calgary Power and by 
stepping up output at the 
Burrard thermal plant in. 
Port Moody. 
Boapman said "the 
reservoir has since been 
restored to full capacity. 
The first of four generating 
turbines at the $,~0-millibn 
Peace Canyon dam will go 
into operation on schedule in
December with three more 
to start up next year. 
# 
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But we learned - 
VANCOUVER(CP) - -The  Mackenz ieDe,~andVa l ley ,  NO W OPEN 
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Berger said. ~ i  
Inquiry killed the"greate~t The media should share ~T,a~X[oS  BODY SHOP 
project ever undcrt~en by thecredit for this new under- 
p r ivate  enterpr i se  standing because it t~ 
anywhere," but expanded broadcast the  inquiry in  the  o ld  McEwan 's  Shop 
Canadians' horizons of proceedings throughout the 
north in English and lnuit (Across f rm the Sk im Hotel) 
dialects and sent reports to 
knowledge on the north and 
native land claims, former 
inquiry head Mr. Justice the rest of Canada, he said. 
Thomas Berger said Berger's two-year study 
Thursday. released in May, 1977, urged 
Canadians now have a full a moratorium on any 
understanding of northern pipeline construction along 
values, the judge told a theMackenzie Valley for at 
conference on the en- least 10 years, toallow time 
vironmental impacts of to settle native land claims. 
ecnomic development. On his recommendation, 
This realization of our the.federal governmeent 
responsiblity o protect he rejected Canadian Arctic 
fragile habitat of northern Gas Ltd.'s proposal for a 
wildlife and wilderness has pipeline from Prudhoe Bay 
lead to the creation of an across the north slope of 
internatio,al wilderness Alaska and the Northern 
park in Alaska and the Yu- Yukon to the Mackenzie 
kon, a whale sanctuary in . Delta and instead approved 
Mackenzie Bay', and four a gas pipeline along the 
bird sanctuaries ,~in 'th~ ~'.A~, s.~..a~i.g~.way. 
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HOME |RUNSWlCK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUMSTRELI 
tERRACE BC. PHONE 635.2473 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- ' The commission ruled this 
Two environmental groups week that D. G. Leighton and 
claimed Thursday that Associates and the 
uranium exploration claims provincial ministry of 
made by a Vancouver firm health, which received the 
now cover the town of information from the 
Summerland in the Okana- company last month, must 
gan. make the disclosure to the 
The Sierra Club of Western inquiry by Tuesday. 
Canada and the uranium A spokesman for D. G.. 
""'"'"'"'"'' 
C ~r H Industrial Cleaning ktmr I1 tl IbVllllllr II 
• Ltd. wire  any order for pizza of SILO0 and Ul~, 
order • 9" pizza of your choice for ~ prlcs. 
"WE TRAVEL -- YOUR HOVR~" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing r l i l l l  6154414 LTD. 
edueation'c0mmi{tei~oS'lil~i!;~igh~n'a"d~"wlatesSa'id ..... i ........ ' . . . .  ' " " ' " "  ° ' ' " ' '  
South ' Okanagdn"  ~En~"~ri"ais, intewiew that :the-"'-.: , , ,  ... , . ,  . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  i ..... Free deliverYClosedTUesdaYMondaytO Sunday ' ' 
vironmental Coalition say environmental groups are 
the claims cover the entire correct in their statement 
townsite and all the land that the company's new 
around the RCMP hoadquar- uranium exploration claims 
tars, hospital, arena nd golf cover Summerland. 
course. "They are unique but very 
The groups ay the mining small," he said, referring to 
claims were registered Oct. the Summerland con- 
18 under several different centrations. 
names but all with the same The environmental groups 
Vancouver address. This stated Thursday that the :, 
address is the, I~ome~md:~ t e~tple ~of, Summerladd ~hevn., 
office of D. G.,: Leighton, ~-;the right to know full details .... 
president of D. G. Leighton of uranium exploration in I 
and Associates. their area. j 
The company has been or- "No information relevant I 
dered by the royal cam- to the question of mining i 
mission of inquiry into uranium in Summerland : 
uranium mining to reveal watersbeds and lands hould ! 
the locations of 30 uranium he hidden from the people i 
finds -- which it termed whose health and social and 
"deposits" -- discovered in economic well being may he ; 
H.C. at risk," they stated. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED 
For Terrace Recreation Departments Winter Session 
(January - March) of recreation programs. 
Qualified Instructors needed In the Arts & Craftl, 
General Interest • Fitness areas. Experienced 
volunteers also needed to lead Sports'programs. 
This season we are particularly looking for Instructors 
or leaders for: 
FITNESS 
Exercise to Music- 2 or 3 times weekday mornlngs. 
Co.ed Fitness - 2 evenings per week - experienced In 
phys. ed. 
Yoga- day and.or evenings. 
Body building. 
SPORTS 
Mortlsl Arts • partlcuIsrly instructor for children's 
iudo. 
Badminton - for adults. 
Broomboll leader° 
, ARTS • CRAFTS 
I. Upholstery ' 11. Wlnemaklng 
2. Woodworking 12. Bridge or Canasta 
3. Wood reflnlshlng . evening Instructor 
d. Cabinet making 13.Instructors for Native 
5. Flower arranging Indian Crafts 
day or evening 14. Leathercraft 
6. Easter Egg Palntlng15. Lapidary 
• Instructor for 16. Weaving 
March workshop. 17. Spinning & Dying 
7. Ethnic cooking 10. Watercolors 
8. Microwave cocklng19. Sculpture 
9. Breadmaklng 20. Balsa Craft & Model Bulldln 
10. Cake de¢oratlno . Saturday, 
MUSIC 
Recorder 
DANCE 
Ballroom Folk Square 
Disco Dancerlze 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Instructors for Senior Citizens program 
Seniors Activity Night Leaders - one evening a month 
First Aid 
Pre.school French Instructor 
Ideas for any other programs that you'd like to give or 
take -- Call Mary.Margaret or Terrl at 631-tl74 before 
Nov. 23. 
•W•SWi•.yTHRUWA y ~ JAMI~'; GRAY MUFFLERS ARE YOU READY FOR 4~McDEEE 
~ i i  Winter Months THE COLD WEATHER? ~~-~-"~'~ '~''' 
8:30 a.m,, - 5:00 p.m, 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
Plumbing • Heating • Commercial Servicing 
Resldlmtlll - Industrial • Specializing Gos Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
44)4 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Bog $34 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VIG 4B5 UR 635.9320 
Instill • Service QII,  Wood • Oil Furnaces 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS -- FURNACES -- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using is PRO.VAC Residential- 
C, ommerclol and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Alia Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for Pesitlve action. 
"Our service gl~ls PeMtlve and sfflctent results" 
Call the PRO•VAC people today Mid ~ for yourself• 
Phone' 
T...c, 635"5292 
Kltlmat 632"2466 
Pro .V ic  Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Ser~vlces Division 
Kitlmst.Terrece, B.C. 
kOI:I.'SSIONAL 
,:,, : ,  • , =PENDABLE 
CARPET & FLOORING~ 
INSTALLATION 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
FREE 
TEIWCE NOEL gfT CEIITIFICATES 
For these Items 
, hoar teeth , bear ¢bws 
. wolf teeth • hearer teeth 
• A. lloose or ileer antlers (s~.¢eor m.,') 
Avai lable at the front desk ofethe 
TERRACE HOTEL 
¢v,, I  I Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel Bags of Cement,  G L A C I E R  IA, Yard C~crete Mixer Available for Rent. 
.~:,. ' ,  , ~,. :: " WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
1 • ::! *,' PHONE m. . .  4410 LI|i0| Avme ~v, ~ ,  :, . ~  '..' ,.,.....AOV MIX A ,.fi'a 
:,i.!i, censvua~,. Ltd. Terrace, I.C. 
~' ~ ~ . . . . .  S (OO~°A Complete Glass and 
TERRACE, B.C. " " % ~:' S 
i ' ~,~,fi', p lant  Off g rumm Road Aluminum Service 
PHONE Ik15-9252 ANYTIME ! t,,!', ~ . t Thornhlll 
~OW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
Interior• Exterior. Residential. Commercial 
Specializing In Sand Blasting end Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phenlj ~.,dS9 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEENDAY$ 0-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
STARBOARD 
TACK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' ;'o 30" Sailboats 
& Accessories 
635-3001 
Ken Hansen 
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dr iv ing  
course  
here  
I 
A defensive driving course begins at 7:30 p.m. 
Monday, Nov. 5 at Caledonia Secondary Sebool 
in room 7. 
This is a short course, three nights only, ending 
Wednesday, Nov. 7. It includes three films from 
the Caa:ada Safety Co,mot. 
The cost of the program is $15, which may be 
paid at the first class. 
YOU HAK[AiOP gOGOW.... 
YOU COME, 
OUT UN 
TOPi 
1977 COUGAR XR7 
V8 auto trans., PS & PB $5385 
1978 T-BIRD TOWN LANDAU 
Air conditioned, stereo 8 track, power seats & windows $8795 
1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE $3495 
1976 MAZDA 808 2 DR. 
Excellent condition 
1977 FORD E150 ECONOLINE 
Short w. base van, V8 auto• trans. 
$3595 
$5995 
1974 THUNDERBIRD 
V8 auto, stereo, air conditioning ~. ~, ,  ,,~,~.: .,:,%~., .~ : , . .  
1975 FORD TORINO ELITE 
V8 auto. trans. 
, .  ,,$4195 
$4595 
1979 FORD F250 SUPERCAB 
Camper special, V8 automatic 
"~'i . 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAB 
V8 automatic, 8 ft. box. 
I'~il "1 
$10,500 
$8295 
1978 FORD BRONCO 
V8, radio, auto. trans. $8895 
1979 FORD F250 PICKUP 
Only 6000 kilos., V8 auto -trans. $7695 
1975 VOLKSWAGEN WESTPHALIAN $5595 
Camper van loaded with camping equipment 
1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION 
Security conversion, frldge, furnace, etc. $12,995 
1!79 2,0FT.OKANAGAN MOTORHOME $20,895 
1976 DATSUN 4x4 PICKUP 
4 Cy,., ,I speed, radio $4995 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 635-4984 
Dealer He. 5548A 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Mickey Johnson admits he 
may have problems 
dispelling the notion he is a 
one-issue candidate. 
The ski shop operator, who 
is running for a seat on the 
Terrace district council, 
says there is no way he could 
deny that the controversy 
surrounding Kitsumkalum 
ski hill is a good part of what 
has spurred him to run for 
alderman. 
"One of several reasons I 
have decided to 'run for 
~nunieipal office is I have 
,become so annoyed over the 
mismanagement of the ski 
hill and the deaf ear turned 
by regional board members 
to the 260 petitioners and to 
.)thers who have protested," 
Johnson explained. "I feel 
that no one on our council 
has been keeping a watchful 
eye on the ski hill operations 
and I would make it my 
obligation to do so if I am 
elected alderman." 
Johnson feels the season 
pass increases are 
"outrageous" and says last 
season's deficit of ap- 
proximately $30,000 isall the 
CIVIC ELECTION FEATURE .... ~ ~,  - ' ~  ~ • ' ",~ .y.~ , " : ) "  " ' ' ' : ' i  " "  . ~ ~. ; ,  " .:,','~ 
• " "0  '" " " !  ~ " : " :  Ski hill issue is his mai'n cause 
more serious as it occured mumcipality w, hen he flrsP~ happen, liesays., , much ' greater un- 
during a good snow year. opened his shop;: ~It's ..... If I'n~eledted;I will look *derstanding," ' says the 
Johnson has been something that shouldn't into similar matters with a candidate. 
associated with skiing most 
of his life. Before his in- 
volvement with local hill 
ope/'ations, he was a 
member of Canada's 
national ski team in the early 
sixties; 
In'' 1994 Johnson, Rod 
Hebron, and Nancy Green 
represented Canada at an 
important international 
meet in Colorado. After his 
comi~etitive skiing days 
ended, he got involved in ski 
instruction and has done 
some commercial halibut 
fishlng. 
Johnson came to Terrace 
eight years ago with his wife 
Gail~ Now 39, he has a son 
Ben 14, and a daughter 
Miehelle, 12• 
"When I came to Terrace I 
started off from rock solid 
bottpm," said Johnson, the 
owner and operator of 
Mickey Johnson's Ski Shop. 
"There were a number of 
obstacles put in my way, that 
should never have been 
allo~ed to get out of hand." 
Johnson says he had a 
number of problems with the MICKE Y JOHNSON 
..,. L" 
"It's disgraceful the way 
we are treated by the. 
municipality," Johnson said..~. 
"The council shoUld be there :
to help individuals and small 
businesses, not to hinder 
them." 
Johnson says he has a 
number of qualifications for 
the job. His experience in 
athletics would serve him 
well on the parks 'and 
recreation committee, and  
would like to serve outhe  
regional district board to 
forward his views on the ski  
hill. He also says the ex- 
perience he's gained through 
"self-survival with .council" 
makes him a good candidate. 
On other issues, he is in 
favour of amalgamation 
with Thornhill,. and is en- 
thused about he impending 
development of the Hot- 
springs. Johnson "would llke 
to see more input from the 
public and council, on that," 
What are his clutnces? 
"I think I have 't/,:good 
chance," he • ~ says, 
"somebody has to be the 
Watchdog," 
King may have lesson for Trudeau 
By PAUL GESSELL for the same national unity is beyond that of any single have tO say that Mike should surface, lle would 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Pierre 
Trudeau may be well- 
advised to read the diaries of 
W. L, Mackenzie King as he 
approaches two of the most 
crucial events of his political 
career --  the Quebec 
referendum and the next 
national Liberal convention. 
In 1948, Canada's longest- 
serving prime minister was 
fretting over the question of 
who would succeed him as 
Liberal party leader and how 
that successor would handle 
the problem of national 
unity. 
Thirty-one years later, 
Trudeau finds himself in a 
similar dilemma -- should 
he remain Liberal leader 
and would a new leader fight 
PIERRE TRUDEAU 
... time to stddy 
principles. 
"The unity of Canada is 
the problem of all problems 
for success in leadership," 
King wrote in his diary. 
"That success can be gained 
by the exercise of political 
wisdom. It cannot be made 
to endure if men allow 
personal feelings to override 
calm judgment." 
As King wrote those 
words, Quebecers were 
fighting for a truly Canadian 
flag and constitutional 
changes giving the province 
more power. Many 
"English-Canadian bigots," 
as King described them, 
favored the status quo. 
There has been a new flag 
since then but the c~- 
stitutional problem, and per- 
haps even the bigots, 
remain. 
King. was eyeing Louis St, 
Lau~ent as his successor but 
was worried the Quebec 
politician would divide the 
country rather than cement 
it by supporting Quebec's 
demands for severing ties 
,with ~Gre t Bri in " '. "" 
"The fact that he (St.'L~u-' 
rent) is a French-Canadian 
should be kept in abeyance 
rather than thrown into the 
foreground and the emphasis 
placed upon his being an out- 
standing citizen whose vision 
province, any single race or 
any single religion," King 
confided in his diary. 
It's the kind of advice you 
would expect o see directed 
at any federal politician, but 
for Trudoau, it carries 
special significance• 
The swash-buckling 
,bilingual Montrealer who 
inspired the Trudeaumania 
of 1968 with the promise Of 
ending French-Engl ish 
tensions has become a for- 
mer prime minister who pre- 
sided over the ascendance of 
a secessionist governmenrin 
Quebec. , ~,: 
His stamv ..gg~.l]....the,.l~si, 
chapter of the national unity 
saga has been criticized as 
being too personal, too 
Quebec-oriented. 
King's cautionary words 
about not allowing "personal 
feelings to override calm 
judgment" have often been 
resurrected from the grave 
by Trudeau's opponents. 
During the national unity 
debate in Parliament in 
July, .1977, former 
!~ .~ve  Conservative 
leader R~bert Stanfield said: 
"I am very unhappy that 
the prime minister chose to 
risk the fului'e of our country 
on a shoot.out between 
himself and Rene Levesque, 
In all honesty and fairness, 
KITSUMKALUM SKI HILL 
SCHEDULE OF OPERATIONS 
SEASON 
November 23, ]979 to Apri l  6, ]980 
(.Weather Permitt ing) ~ 
HOURS OF OPERATION 
November to January  i 9:30 a.m..to 3:30 p.m. 
February  to Apri l  9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Evening 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Lifts open at ?: 00 a.m. to weekends. 
DAYS OF aPE  RATION & FACIL IT I  ES OPERATING 
CLO~E,Q 
Y ,~ J vl 
":"J( ' /~D t I~ I  
Note: All 
Facilities 
Will be 
operating 
Dally 
through 
the Holidays. 
, , "1 
*Rope Tow will operate only a~'d~cnand [~[lt/Ire,~nd will be shut down on weekdays 
from 12:15 p.m. 1o 1:00 p.m. ~, . . . 
/ . i ,= ' i l ,  ~ Y~'  . . .~  : I 
IINDICATES LIFT IS OPERA,Tt~JGb~q~ ' . ,  
(Days & hours of operation a re suHllCt ~t) changes ) 
• ~A~: iFnSTR~:TU R E 79-80 
Area Day Passes: 
Adult ' sg~o0 
Half Day (weekdays only) ST.00 
Junior (12 & under) as.00 
Pre Schoolers Free 
Golden Agers (65& over) Free 
Area Night Passes: 
Adult $7.00 
Junlor (12 & under) $S.00 
Mlnl Rope Free 
SEASON PASSES 
Adult Single 
Studen# (13 to le) 
Maximum family 
kI':'I'M i|~.'KD:,l I[,~P| bP(,,'BJ 
n2~l EE3~I Sr~T~ 
Season passes on sale commencing 
Monday, November 5, 1979 
at the Regional District of Klt lmat.St iklne Office 
No. 9.4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Pearson never would have 
done it." ~ 
~But Liberals have also 
hegun to criticize Trudeeu's 
style, especially since their 
defeat in the May 22 federal 
election to a party that tells 
Canadians not to make the 
spring referendum in 
Quebec "a national obses. 
sion." 
Claude Forget, a leading 
Quebec Liberal, has politely 
support him. Otherwise, 
Trudeau has vowed to fight 
for the retention ofthe Job be 
has held for 11 years. 
"But as you know, I've 
never thought of my 
retirement so' I've never 
really prepared for it and I 
assumed that within the 
party the process of 
militancy would bring for- 
ward people who would be 
prepared to carry on in the 
asked Trudeau to stay in same directions that I be. 
Ottawa during " the lievedini" Trudeau said in a 
referendum debate~ fearing recent inteiview with CTV. 
the formeri prime 'ht~is~r ~,~,b¢~'~'~.e~.~ has not se- 
could do inbre.:harm't0 tile r~USl~, ~b~t  about a 
,..~..~f~.gJ~.(~L~b~.l~ - , t-tdberal MPs 
tively campaigning in the such as Francis Fox and 
province. ._._.Lloyd Axworthy are 
The national Libe~l..  rdmored to be seriously 
executive meets Nov. 24 to ' thinking about it. 
choose a date for the next N~W~TAP)  An 
policy convention when envebne bearin~ th~'ec--1869 
delegates will be asked to , o,~_:~ . . . . .  i;~,a . ..,I, , ,  
• _ ~ _ , l kCt lUp  iCtllt;l~JLl~-'lL,I WIMi  4;111 
eRner enaorse Trueeau s imnrint of a runnin~ chloken 
, leadership or invite rivals to wa's sold at auction on 
seek his job. Convention Tuesday for a record 
space has been tentatively 1240 00.~Three • ears --o'~'e • v , . ~" IS a M|  
booked for next March m sam~ envelone sold for 
Winnipeg. . ""~t~.5~0. The ~envelope or 
i .~ne  acceptance n. or co-~v~r was purchased by 
"~J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  William Crowe, a San 
cbntlnuing national unity Francisco stamp dealer. The 
crusade might mean the running chicken is an 
difference between his example of what stamp col- 
remaining Liberal leader or lectors call a fancy cancel. It 
,,J~'lng replaced. " was whittled out of cork by 
Trudeau has said that if a John W. Hills, who was a 
.leadership rival following his 
a~proach ' to  federalism postmaster in Waterbury, 
. Conn. 
This 
.~ Management  Seminar  
, wi l l  help anyone Involved 
. . . .  in a small business to: 
• Cont ro l  cash  resources  
• D iscuss  c red i t  needs  
.......... ~th  banks  
• P lan  for g rowth  
We wi l l  meet at Manuels Restaurant on 7th 
November .  9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
, A reservation can be made by contacting: 
~'.:"',i~TUART OGG • .' • 
at 635-4951 
,or by completing the attached coupon: 
"1 Federal. Business Development Bank 
4548 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 
I will aHend ' the Cash Flow Seminar ah 
on,  
Name 
Address-- 
Te l -  
~.._______ 
Pn, ta l  CNt f f ,  
Registration Fee I;30 Enclosed 
~ENT B4N/~ 
_J 
. . . . .  7.'-- "~ " " " -  " m--  
! • , t , 
JEHOVAH'S IVI TNE$SE8 : ' :  : "  . .  j 
' Not just salesmen.. 
WI~EG(CP) - - Je l~  "WeexpeettMNpllikethat. When Jehovah's Wi th in  tithe, or give a portian of 
vah's Witnesses making andweb'ytoplaonoursMvea ~ ~ is Ihat they their wealth to the church, 
theh" way through Canadian in their boots, But the beet reiP~m5 blood trmufudomJ, and there are no sslaries for 
.tm~hherhood~ my look l lke. t~  I= to leave ~ 4o~'t believe In Circlet, and ndnistera. 
..sluonmea, nod sometimes emotlmal p~ple a~.  : : . d~a't fkiht In wars. The church says I t  has 
u~ are Juut as umvelconi'e The Dlttors lay Jehovah's He lays Idl de - - t ins  more than two million 
atthedoorntheyknoeken..Witnesses 'often find douhe l~InC l~that ,  as members in over 200 
But Witnesses. "are .not. themselves the-obJeetl ,~g .0od 's  C~ In il~edior countries, although it Is 
l~l~mea," uys Tom Dtitor, "uawitting prejudice 'm ~Im' to 60d. ~ '  ' " Im)Idblted Imm q~rat i~ tn 
WtlO oversees ~0 • Part of those they alMea~Jt " " th th. 1. = .o=,  meat of ,hem 
cmqprqlatinm in Winnipeg. ' ~ ~Pr~u~ ~ aSaina|. other Commua1~t, About =,500 of 
"We want to dl~mm the Jehovah's Wltoemea are the evanipdiml sroups became the eS,000 Canadian mem- 
Bible with.people. We want., same a= preJudkm ~lMmt. ~. .  t l~  literal in. hers live in Winnipe~ ' 
to streagthen their faith.", the di f fe~t races," ~ tmlp~t l~of lMBib le ,  he L~rne Norton, associated 
As for eoel receptions, says, . .... . .~ says Jehovah's Wit~ewes with the denominatlm~ Mnce 
"evew~e has thcit bad He says what IprlNil to are. differut. ~ dm't be wnseiaht yearsotd, says 
days." ~vs I~, wif~ ltit~ the minds of moot Derek require ~ smemben to Witnesses don't believe they 
. . . .  • ' . ' earn God's favor bocaume of
. . . . . . . . .  Smokers CROSSROADS CHRISTIAN COMMUNICATIONS INC. " the number of cmver~ they • attract. 
presents .  "Converts are not our 
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mis led :  by ,u, .o,'." he 
, , 11_. ' _ ' :  says. . Two rows of school cldldren, a bouquet of llowero, a International school who welcomed the P , r i f t  on 
o D a c c o  R, Ita Differ adds with a laush that "years ago we hand4etteredseroll ~th  a plea for a peaceful world, , behalf of UNICEF  and the Intern~Uonal Year of the ndust w.=- ,o , , . , , ,= ,  greeted P0pe John lPaul l l  .on ld~ recent vlslt to the Cnild. lnezehanglngtheirlmpresdon~ofthePontiff, I ry  hem" for our work," United Nations. The Pope responded with a bleeslng Idue-year-o/d Asma Jaslnska of Poland said, "I dldn't 
To those who have ex- for each of the |1 cblI~en from the United Nations thlnk the Pope was real untti we saw Mm." 
oI 'rAWA(CP) --  The perlenced a persistent | 
" " "  ° - " " - " ' - = ' "  TV evangelism in Terrace glm)M~["~l. Health says taken for fauaticlsm, her ,m~.en are mbled by the. husband ~ays. But "foot-in- inbacce industry about the the.door is not our policy --  
vniunm o~ MBU and ¢~bar you can't force o¢ coerce 
matter In c~t~.  ' . people." . I00 Huntiey Street, the The Terrace group will McDougall, Garry Mc- for TV time in the area. The 
Canad ian  Chr i s t ian  include on-air persosafitlea ColmanandDouaBurke, as a tewardahl p thrusts across 
In a l ta tment  today, • The goal of'the church is television program, is Norms Jean Mainse, Roy. well as director Dave Canada are esaontial to the 
BC. INTERIOR • • coundl onecutlve director "to proclaim the good news coming to Terrace far three Don Osboume, Father Bob Riobt~, The broad.st will national and International ~~' / /~. , , "  levmg , .rta..mgar~ersays cigarette manufacturers of the ki~dmn d G(xl" and days of live Ixoadcasting include a variety of guest= ministries of 10~ Hantley 
~ . ~ ~ ~ / /  w/~h IIMhtMthoggbthemn~mto,label ~ - Ig~t l  mild ~' to Inform people there i l ia featuring many regulars from Ter race . . .  .~t~t, according to a lxeu 
golution to wars,' slcknem, ltom the telecasts. In addition to the mice ave release. 
poverty and hunmr, he nys. Jesus Cht~t I~r a~l nionflm a~ not . _ . . . . . . .  broadcasts, the ~roup will The local broadcesta give InUeh41ffm~nttha6 ~ .Tne program wm oe spend some time meeting the 100 Huntley Street group 
Ditter sayiJehovah'sWit- produced and broadcast viewers and supporters of a chance to meet and 
brnndo. . sends b~leve the evil and locally on CKTK.TV on Nov, 
SPECIAL LOCAL BAU.Y ._ '~ ,mal~_a~r~,_~ unhappiness in the world 8 and Nov. 9 at the rqpular the program at rallies and ndniate¢ to supporters in 
mav l~atenthelonn.awaited other services. B.C. and all across the 
TERRACE: LEE THEATRE 
Friday, Nov. O ~t 7:30 p.m. 
ADMISSION IS FREEI EVERYONE WELCOMEI 
Be sum.to watch "live" television on CFTK.W . . .  
• dudng o~Jr annual Stewardship Onyx, Novemb~. 
8.10, 1979, Thursday and Fdday at. 8".30.10:00 
~m. a~l So l .day  9:00 a.m.-1Z'OS noon. 
You o~n b~ psrt of tlm se~/o W a ~  
blF ~ rmnm~. ~ .9. t2 No~n ~.  
11M II ~ I~n1111(~ 10 P~IIllCI'AIE II: 
THEEXI.~TII~ MINISTRY OF 100HUNTLEY STEET! " 
ii i 
have dMihemtely led 
Clnsdilm to believe that 
•. ~.t,=t ~y ,m no~" 
month  
m tar, nimine and atrbml 
b ppmes  an 
y has  the long.awaitnd 
cemL~ of "God's kingdom. 
"As  world conditions 
Ixogressively worsen, it is a 
ni~ that God's kingdom is 
Mrs. Oltter says their 
work  . g ives  them 
"satisfaction in knowing 
we're d~n~ the best Job we 
can in the time~ we're in," 
- |1  
plands Baptist 
• Pastor Bob tesyk 
636-2807 
air time of 8:15 a,m, to 9:45  
a.m., and Satt~lay, N~. I0 
at 9 a.m. 
The Terrace programs are 
of the 1979.1980 series of 
s tewardship  thrusts 
throughout Canada. From 
now until February, 19e0 the 
The rally will take place 
Thursday, Nov. 8, at St. 
Anthony's School in Kitimat, 
and Nov. 9at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre in Terrace. 
There will also be a me,'a 
lunch at Manuel's 
Restaurant at 12 noon on 
country. As well, the thrusts 
give an opportunity for the 
people in the local centres to 
become involved in the 
program, through help with 
organizing, telephone 
counselling, rallies sad 
financial eontrlbutions. 
100 Huntley Strcet people 
will travel and broadcast 
/~om coast o coast. 
GEOFFREY CORBET 
Nov. 8. 
The money ,.,,ed in ~, .uurc~L:s 'L "n  
,.. here to ~rganlse Ten'ace and Kithnat i~.y o 
hurt by 
ATTEND THE CHURCH changes 
MONTREAL (CP) 
Changes in the status of OF YOUR CHOICE . chUdren in society during the last two centuries may have . 
done them more harm than 
,g°°d, an international 
. conference on urban life and 
I I TU I@ (~ l lMn|V  the ~d w.  to]~ wod 
" . . . . .  : I .  .... . . . . . . . . .  Oerner Of Halliwell and N, Thomas I in .o  ounuHi  ..... '~r . . . " .n ,  a' 
' " '~: ' .:'" "..' 9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching . ~ professor of history at Clark 
Sunday School f ~ ,University in the United 
• 11: 00 a.m. Morning Worship Service J "~.  State, said the treatment of 
, . . children as "little 
• • 7: 30 p.m. Smgmg and B,ble Sludy J f .~o  .- . .  , ~  • ,,.~! ~ ~creatures," rather than 
.~-  aua~wu uqmjp ,  w i~w ,,~-,,-m=,~am- "~ Wednesday 8:0O Home Bible Studies / (.~J~r1$tIC[Jrl nmormea L .nurcn  ~ responsible members of 
/ . . . . . . . . . .  % ' ." ~ , I';Yn. Arp W,',lrnme at Unlands" .~  . . . . .  _-- - - - -  - -  - \ . . . .  ~ society, has caused them to 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  lose respect for themselves 
as useful individuals. 
"Children have lost their 
sense of dignity and of 
purpose that hey once had in 
society," she told the 
opening session of the five- 
' day conference. 
"The postponement of
adult responsibility for 
children has created an 
' ' / ~ 1 1 1 "  i s |G l iB  Avofloo 63~-9019 [ , important crisis in the fives '.i : 41.. I . . . of children today." 
Mrs. Hareven said the 
, modern idea of treating " Sunday Services- 10:00 a.m. 
- ~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. j L .  . children as objeets to hepampered  may b  respon. 
• l l :00a.m.-HolyCommunion for the family slble for their increased 
Mmister: Reverend Lance Stephens-635-5855 alienation in society, in. 
reased  Juven i le  j House  of Pra ise  and even the 
breakdown of the family as a 
3406 Eby Stree! collective unit. 
' ' / S A L V A T I O N  "We have to return to a 4030 Straame Avenue, Terrace II1|-||||~, 535-3015 - -  635-3657 situation when ehildren are 
- raised as responsible 
SATURDAY EVENING 7 :30p . .m. .~.  ~ SundayWorshipl0:30a.m. memhers ~the farnily." 
SUN DAY MASSES 9:00 a .m.  " 4637 Waloh lvenue, Education & Instruction. Thurs, 7.8:30 
Som~ ! I :  15 a. m . . ~ -  SUN DAY A class for all ages 2,5oo delegates from around the world are at- 
7:30p.m. ~ 9:30a.m. Christian Education tending the conference, 
I ' I 1 : 00 a.m. Family Worship Service ' organized by the Montreal. 
: • ' 7:30p.m. Ev#nglisfic Salvation Meeting Woloomoi based conseil du Quebee de 
,,. . , : l'Enfanee Exeeptlonneile 
'. . . . . .  TUESDAY NIGHT w end the World Union for the To 7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer  Meeting 10U Safeguard ofYouth, basied in 
WEDNESDAY Worship Paris, 
' . 7:30p.m, I, adles Home League Fellowship - ' 
 .ox ,:,o o  ou,, o,ouo ,r / 
UNITED OHUROH ' Christia, n Counselling 
' i . : ,  '4~0 ~" Emergency Welfare 
/ 1 Lassie Avenue ",, /' .: .spirit.Go, Resources  "iRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH 
63S.S446 or  635-2626 Corner Sparks Streetand Park Avenue ~~p~. . .  
ili.iotor goverend gavo I h d V a ~  . . . .  Rov. Norman HallOa g,I. g,g,0, 036-3406 
: • " . ' S§40|4  " " ~  Worship, Holy Communion & Installation 7:30p.m. ~~~'~.~ 
Church School 9:45 a,m. .... .~ : 
..m: . / /  CHURCH OF GOD s..d.,s.,oo,.co.,,,m.,oo Worsh Youth and Adult Classes . - 
" ' ~ " 1141 R iv . r  g r ivo  Tar ra .o ,  a |O ,  6 3 ~ 1 6 0 1  , . 
M ' L m j tbl M4Rt |Me~l~$ |lSktl ,n tkl WOd| ' 
. . . .  , . , . , . ,  , . , .  w,,,. / 
.' ' :  ' . Sunday School 10:00a.m • j l  ,-~ 
. ' Reverend R.L. White 
• ' ~ Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. ~ I t ' .  timl~ to ('all your 
i t T o t " . . • Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. ~ Wdcom¢ ~,ng  tlltosi,~t. 
" ' Prayer Service Wednesday 7:30 p.m. • Lois Mohninger 63'5.5307 
• : ~  ~ Evelyn Anweller 63S.$57t 
I. . i 
t 
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WAS FIRST RAILWAY 
Canada's first railway, 
from La Prairie, Que., to St. 
Jean, Que., was completed in
1838. 
The Society of 
danagement Accountants 
of British Columbia 
GRADUATE 
I tle bOCH~ly Ol Managemonl 
Accountants of British Col. 
umbia congratulates Harold 
E. Reay, R.I.A. 
on successfully counplelin~. 
the proscribed course el 
study and received the pro 
fes,~ional designation ol 
R.IA. 
Each R IA  is a specialisl 
trained to develop, select. 
analyze and interpret quan. 
titative and other informa. 
tion essential to knowledge 
able planning, controlling 
reporting and managemenl 
of information and othe, 
assets. 
Timbermen thump Luckies 
The Terrace Thnbermen two-minute penalty, second, assisted by Lance seven straight hird period 
got back on the right track This provided Lance 
l~ursday night in Smithers, Legouffe the opportunity for 
advancing to the second a power-play goal at 2:17 of 
round of nlay in the Pacific 
Gold tournament i  Smithers 
by scoring a6-3 win over the 
Houston Luckles. 
The Timbermen Jumped 
out to a 2-0 lead in the first 
Period before Houston 
managed to beat Mike Susak 
in the Terrace nets. 
Cliff Flury started the 
scoring at 1:31 of the first 
• period, assisted by Joe 
Smoley. Harry Hell of the 
Luckies took a ten.minute 
misconduct at the same 
time, which resulted in his 
also drawing an automatic 
the period. He scored again 
at 6:39, and was assisted by 
Doug McVey both times. 
Between Legouffe's goals, 
Doug Stump scored at 4:34, 
assisted by Mike Bodnsr. 
Dave Sbarpe finished the 
first period scoring on a goal 
set up by Greg Kirylink at 
17:40. 
Houston pulled to within a 
goal in the second period on 
goals by Was Wesgarde and 
Kerry Thorkelason, who 
scored on a powerplay. 
Smoley provided the in- 
surance goal at 17:33 of the 
Legouffe. 
Smoley got his second of 
the night and the 6-3 goal at 
3:11 of the third period when 
he was set Up be Grog 
Morgan. 
Houston took twelve 
penalties in the game, in- 
cluding two ten-minute 
misconducts and a match 
penalty, while Terrace took 
only four minors. 
In the other game played 
Thursday, Burnas Lake 
Braves smoked the Van- 
derhoof Flyers 13.6 in 
Vanderhoof. Tom Groenelle 
got a hat tr ick for the 
Braves, who broke a 5.5 
second period tie by scoring 
goals. 
Play continues tonight 
with Houston playing 
Granisle at 6:30 p.m. and 
Vanderhoof  meet ing  
Smithers at 9 p.m. Saturday 
The Timbarmen are back in 
action as they meat Granisle 
at 6:38 p.m. In  the other 
Saturday game, Smithers 
meets llurans Lake at 9 p.m. 
The winner of the Terrace- 
Houston-Granlsle. division 
meets the winner of the 
Smlthers-Vanderhoof.Burus 
Lake division in the final 
game at 2 p,m, Sunday. The 
eventua l  tournament  
champion will take home 
$1500. 
Terrace bowling report. 
The Terrace Bowl-a-Spiel bowling for the Friday 
is scheduled for this coming Mixed league or for the YBC' 
weekend, Nov.2.4. Duetothe leagues and the Hy-tel 
Spiel, there will be no league on Saturday or 
Sunday. Draw times for the 
"~ ~'~ 41" spiel are posted at the lanes. 
e eam s .IL~L • Monday mixed league has 
Co-op Insurance l ading with in action pointS, followed by the 
Comets with 30 points and 
New Quadra and the 
Travellers with 26 points 
each. Team highs went o the 
Travellers with a 1024 single 
and a 2792 triple. Dell 
Bjomson roiled a 273 single 
and finished with a 706 triple 
for mens highs. Ladies highs 
went to Darlene Frank with 
a 223 single and a 600 triple. 
There will be Minor 
Hockey Inter.city Rep Team 
League action in Terrace, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
this weekend. 
At the Terrace Arena 
tonight, the Twin River 
Timber Peewees take on 
Kitimat Peewees at 8 p.m., 
followed by All Seasons 
Midgets against Kitimat's Mens high average is a 238 
Midgets at 10p.m. .  , by Dell BJornson, with 
These same teams play Darlene Frank holding a 200 
again on Saturday at for the ladies. 
Kit/mat. Team highs for Wed- 
The Terrace Pups and nesday Night Ladies went to 
Inland Kenworth Bantams the Silhouettes with a 1028 
are off to Prince Rupert single and a 2941 triple. Eva 
Wilkinson holds high 
average of 202 and she also 
walked off with this week's 
highs of 298 single and a 697 
triple total. League leaders 
are the Silhouettes with 44 
points followed by  the 
Scramblers with 39 and the 
Gutter Bails with 35 points. 
Question Marks lead the 
way on Thursday Mixed with 
39 points followed by Mickey 
Johnson with 38 and Bad 
Company with 35. Team 
highs went to Mickey 
Johnson with an 1116 triple 
and a 2967 triple total. Mens 
high single went to Lorne 
Stevens with a 291. High 
Triple went to Randy 
Durand with a 710. Ladies 
high single was a 266 by Anne 
Mayer with Lois Crowder 
roiling a 640 for high triple. 
There is a tie for high 
average with Dell Bjornson 
and Joe Wideman both 
holding a 235. Christine 
Jurgalite holds ladies high 
average with a 218. 
Friday Mixed has As It 
Fails leading with 43 points 
followed by Generation Gap 
with 38 and a tie for third 
with POt Luck and Funny 
fi~'e both with 33 points. 
Team highs went to Over- 
waitea with a 1033 single and 
a2918 triple. Dell BJornson 
took mens high single with a 
277 while Bill Preston had 
high triple with 661. A 240 
rolled by Joyce Ray was 
good for ladies high single 
while Beryl Mattews had a 
621 for high triple. Doug 
Mumford holds mans high 
average with 230 with ladies 
high average of 200 held by 
Lorna Spearman. 
Tuesday Coffee has the 
Head Pins leading with 31 
points followed by the Silly 
Larks with 27 and the 
Donkey Five and Goofers 
with 27 each. Team high 
single was a 1022 rolled by 
the Goofers with the Silly 
Larks finishing with a triple 
total of 2883. Christine 
Coombe and Marg Mamford 
beth rolled 264 
Snowmobility 'Sk.eena Hotel 
trips Westend 
• ,:x.=/.. 
The Volkswagen Rabbit hrives on 
winter. 
The engine is in the front with its 
weight over the drive wheel for better 
traction. 
It has radial ply tires and negative 
steering roll radius for better control 
on slippery surfaces. 
Rack and pinion steering and 4-wheel 
independent suspension for better 
handling. A rear window defroster 
and side window defoggers for better 
visibility. 
So, for better mobility in the snow this 
winter, get a Rabbit...and make tracks. 
Rabbit 
Regular gas or Diesel 
Don't settle for less 
COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS 
3779 River Rd. 635-5844 
Skeens Hotel took a 5-2 hers a 2-1 lead at the end at 
decision away from Westend the first. 
Chevron Thursday night in 
Ter race  Commerc ia l  
Hockey League action on the 
strength of two goals and two 
assists by Gerry Dempster. 
Peter Kirby scored the 
game's first goal and the 
eventual winner for the Hotel 
squad. 
Kirby opened the scoring 
at 5:39 of the first period on a 
goal assisted by Dempster. 
Westend's Ran Smaha tied 
the score with 4:29 left in the 
period, but Dempster's first left in the game, on a goal 
goal at 19:03 gave the win- from Bob Bogart. 
Kirby got another at 6:00 
of the second, assisted by 
Dempster and Kevin 
Alexander, and John Miller 
made the score 4-I at 18:58 
on a goal from Terry 
Marleau and Ken Zeigler. 
The teams wapped goals 
in the third, with Skeena 
putting the game out of 
reach early on Dempster's 
second goal. Ken Kraeling 
finished the scoring with 4: 51 
All Seasons, 
Ev's winners 
All Seasons Sports put an" In the nightcap, Ev's got 26 
end to Skeena Hotel's un- points from Dale Prest and 
beaten streak in Thursday 
n ights  commerc ia l  
basketball action as they 
outscored the Orphans 90-86. 
In the other game, Ev's 
Clippers edged Kluss and 
Sons Trucking 63-61. 
10 from Richard Klein. Kluss 
and Andy Huygrok score 18 
and Fred Lindsay net 16. 
Next week sees the start of 
interlocking games with 
teams from the Kitimat 
Men's Basketball League. 
Next games will be 
Tuesday night at-Skeena 
Junior when the. Skeena 
Hotel Orphans play In- 
dustrial and Kluss and Sons 
play City Centre from 
Kitimat. Game times will be 
8 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
High scorers for the All 
Season's quad were Mike 
Ireland with 28 points and 
Tom Watkinson with 17. For 
the losers, Jim Checkley 
tossed in 25 points, and Pat 
Kofoed hit for 24. 
I 
• • .g:x 
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Get a hand le  
on something great. 
J im Hamilton breaks two beards with one kick demonsb'ating the con- 
cent ra t lou  of power delivered by good karate technique. 
Karate not like movie 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
Jim Hamilton, a karate 
iustruetor who bases himself 
in Prince George, was in 
town Thursday night to 
examine students from the 
Yellowhead Karate Club. 
He also gave a demon- 
stration of the standard 
ldeks through boards, but 
had several interesting 
things to say about such 
topics as board-breaking and 
martial arts movies. 
The first things Hamilton 
said about he demonstration 
was that none of the wood- 
splintering showmanship 
has nothing to do with 
karate. 
"Karate isn't breaking 
boards," Hamilton said. 
"That is a different 
department of the so.called 
martial arts. Karate people 
only use thst sort of thing to 
demonstrate the power 
generated by such 
techniques.,' 
"Obviously you cannot 
demonstrate on people the 
way you can on boards, or 
you'd end up in jail." 
Hamilton has been 
practicing karate for almost 
15 years, and has attaIned 
the fourth degree, or dan, of 
his black bolt. 
The black belt has 10 dane, 
10at the highest degree of 
skill at present in the world 
is eight, according to 
Hamilton. 
He teaches karate in 
Prince George, and the 
particular type of karate he 
deals with is Wade, the way 
of harmony. This branch is 
symbolized by a dove flying 
above a fist. 
This is what he students in
the Yellowhcad club learn, 
he said. 
He explained that there 
are nine grades of belts 
before one roaches the black- 
belt level. These grades are 
called kyu. 
The lowest level is the red 
belt, signifying a beginner. 
White belts are used for the 
next two kyus, green for the 
next hree, and brown for the 
last three before the black 
belt. Joe Vienneau, 
spokesman for the club, 
holds his brown belt. 
Hamiltofi was here to 
supervise the upgrading of 
eight children and nine 
adults. 
He describes the discipline 
of karate as ',training to 
defeat oneself. Karate helps 
a person to overcome his 
inhibitions, to improve his 
whole person." 
"It's irritating to watch 
'hose karate-kung fu, juljitsa 
movies; the Bruce Lee 
things," he said. "Karate is 
a discipline. The whole idea 
is to try and make people 
better." 
Members of the 
Yellowhead club proved that 
they lived up to that idea 
Thursday, as all members 
tested moved up a.grade in 
their skills. Those who were 
teated should be ready to 
move up again in about hree 
or four months, according to 
Viermeau. 
Habs look good 
By ED SIMON 
The Canadian Press 
The first meeting between 
Montreal Canadiens and 
Charlie Simmer is still more 
than a month away, but in 
the meantime the Stanley 
Cup champions and the Los 
Angeles sniper are making 
believers of their National 
Hockey League opponents, 
The Cunndiens, who had 
been hard-pressed in most of 
their previous games this 
season, skated to a com- 
fortable 5.1 victory over 
Minnesota North Stars 
Thursday night, abruptly 
ending Minnesota's tour- 
game unbeaten streak and 
retaining over-all leadership 
in the NHL standings with a 
7-2-2 record. 
And Simmer, already the 
league's leading oal-scorer, 
fired his 12th and 13th of the 
season as the Kings downed 
New York Rangers 4-2 and 
extended their unbeaten 
record to five games. 
In the only other game of 
the night, Philadelphia 
Flyers stayed a point behind 
the Canadiens by defeating 
St. Louis Blues 3-1, setting 
the stage for an early-season 
showdown between the two 
leaders at Montreal 
Saturday night. . . . .  
Simmer, playing his first 
full NHL season after five 
years of commuting to 
various minor league clubs, 
scored the first and last 
goals as the Kings looked 
impressive ina victory over 
the team that put them out of 
the Stanley Cup playoff s last 
spring. 
"Everybody played • a 
great game," said Los 
Angeles coach Bob Berry, 
whose team is 4-0-1 in its last 
five starts, two points behind 
Montreal in the Norris 
Division and third in the 
overall standings. 
Philadelphia wrapped up 
its victory over the Blues 
with a pair of early goals by 
Mel Brldgman and Rick 
McLeish. St. Louis has not 
won in its last 21 visits to the 
Spectrum, a streak ex- 
tending back to Ja6, 1972. 
The Flyers, 7-1-1, moved 
four points ahead of Atlanta 
Flames in the Patrick 
Division with seven victories 
and a tie in nine starts. The 
Blues, 3-5.3, remained in a 
thres-way tie for second 
place in the Smythe Division, 
two points behind Vancouver 
Canucks. 
The Canadiens, who had 
lost to Quebec Nordiques and 
tied Washington Capitals in 
their two previous outings, 
came out flying against 
Minnesota, building up a 3-0 
load by the end of the first 
period. 
Power plays made the 
difference as Montreal 
capitalized on three of its 
four manpower advantages 
and successfully killed off 
two penalities. 
The defeat left the North 
Stars a point behind Buffalo 
Sabres at the top of the 
Adams Division with Boston 
Brains another point back. Basketball 
SALT  LAKE CITY (AP) -- 
New York Knicks coach Red 
Holzman bad nothing but 
praise for seven-foot Bill 
Cartwright after the rookie 
from the University of San 
Francisco scored 31 points in 
a 134-118 National Basketball 
Association victory over 
Utah Jazz Thursday night. 
In the only other NBA 
game, Cleveland Cavaliers 
beat Detroit Pistons 127-125. 
Due to an unfortunate 
oversight, Tuesday's 
page 8 article on the 
Terrace skaters who 
attended the regional 
compet i t ion  in 
Widtehorse contains an 
error. 
The fifth paragraph l 
should road: 
In Preliminary Dance, 
Teresa Lindseth and 
Chris Chicoine finished 
second. Chieoine finished 
fifth in prejuvenile mens 
singles, and Carol 
Romanow and Ken 
Brinkac placed third in 
Juvenile dance pairs. 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKIHE 
RffEREHDUM BY-LAW NO. 130, 1979 
Public notice is hereby given to the electors of the specified 
area of Electoral Area E and the defined portion of Electoral 
Area C, more commonly known as ThornhllI-Queensway and 
Copperside Estates, that a poll shall be taken in accordance 
with the provisions of the "Municipal Act" to determine 
whether or not the electors wish topartlcipate In the Thornhlll 
Dog Control Specified Area By lawNo. 130. 
The following briefly sets out the proposed by.law: 
To provide dog control to the specified area of 
Electoral Area E and the defined portion of Electoral 
Area C, It is necessary to construct a shelter and 
acquire a vehicle, the estimated cost of which in. 
cluding expenses incidental thereto is the sum of 
I65,000, which Is the amount of debt Intended to be 
created by this by-law. 
Take notice thst the above is a synopsis of a by-law that may be 
Inspected at the Regional District Office, No. 9.4644 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and is not to 
be deemed an Interpretation of the by.law. 
The poll will be conducted at Thornhlll Elementary School and 
Clarence Mlchlel School on the 17th day of November, 1979, 
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m, 
Lucy Wood 
Returning Officer 
jj,. her+E+Olo+od+++++,o+ 
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~nari .,ewm wm enuermm viewers on l~e¢. I ann Dec. ~ when me laird annual 
Telethon Timmy'e Christmas Telethon is aired on CFTK TV. Pledges can be phone in at 
ZENITH.Z009. 
Lions, ask you to give. 
CBC British Columbia 
will produce this year's 
T immy Chr i s tmas  
Telethon for crippled 
children to bea i red  
Music 
Fes.tival 
underwa 
Preparations for 
Pacific Northwest. M~ 
Festival are well underv 
The festival, which t~ 
place in Terrace next A 
will attract scores 
students from Prl 
Rupert, Kitimat, Smitl 
and other parts of the No 
west including of cou 
Terrace. 
The official syllabus Is i 
available from S/ght 
Sound in Terrace 
Kitimat and the Terr 
Public Library. Obtaining 
the syllabus is a must for 
prospective contestants, asIt 
contains the official rules 
and regulations. 
Additional information can 
he obtained by calling Lois 
McDaniel at 635-7975 or 635- 
5650. 
Draeula 
classic 
remade 
By BOB THOMAS 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) -  
The latest in a long line of 
Count Draculas is no slick, 
smooth seducer. 
As played by Kiaus Kinakl, 
in Nosferntu The Vampyre, 
the count has a head like o 
peeled egg, an ashen pallor, 
painty ears, sunken eyes and 
two front teeth fit for pier- 
sing. 
K'inald dlvergesfrom the 
tradition started by Bela 
Lugoai n the 1931 Dracula 
and followed through the 
years by John Carradine, 
Francis Lederer, Christ. 
opher Lee, and most 
recently, George Hamilton 
and Frank Langelin. 
Nouferstu The Vnmpyre, 
which 20th Centary.Fox Is 
bringing beisted]y into the 
movie marketplace, harks 
back to the 1923 classic 
,directed in Germany by 
F.W. Murnau and starring 
Max Sohneck. The new 
version was intended as a 
tribute to Murnau by the 
young German director 
Werner Herzo~. 
Khmki, born" ~S years ago 
near Berlin of Polish 
parents, is not an menacing 
without he makeup. Fie has 
strong features, wild white 
hair and talks in self-taught 
English. 
"What's wrong with doing 
another Dracuta? Hamlet 
has been done a thousand 
times, and nobody talks 
about remakes," he sald in 
an interview. 
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Woody J 
Alle : ~ : 
selassl, e i mo L.KE'.SE AVE, P.O~E ,~,-+,,, : 
howmg : SHOWING AT 8 P.M ~ 
Woody • Allen's classic : 
comedy "Play It Again ~ OCT. 31 - NOV. 3 
Sam"" shows tonight at Dracula ~ .~ 
Northwest Community q 4~ 
College. '~ ,~ 4( 
It stars Allen, .Diane q 
Keaton, Tony Roberts, Susan 4( 
~,.~mHch and Jerry Lacy. It '~.~ 
on Allen's Broad- 
way hit of the came name, 4( 
and was directed by Herbert 4( 
Ross. 4~ 
It deals with a neurotic 4( 
film reviewer whose ~4~ 
marriage, breaks up. Lacy 
plays Allen's Imoginar]/ '~ 
Humphrey Bogart, a/~ure .~ 
Allen relies on for 
guldancein his dbmtrous 
relationships with women. 
"Pisy It Again" t~kes alot ~ 
of its hnugery i~'om the 
Boprt-lngrid Bergman film 
"Casablanca," now a cult "l~ 
film In im own rl~ht. Allen 4( 
uses the familiar old film to q~ 
great effect. In Ms own 
movie, from Laey'e expert 4( 
characterizationof Roprt to 4( 
Casablanca's sentimental q 
endlng, whlch ts givm a neat 
twist. 
~ ls  movie marks the 
debut of Keaton's trademark 
character which she even- 
tually perfected in Annie 
Hall. Roberts is funny as 
Allen's best friend, and 
A nspach gives a good per- 
formance of the heartless 
wife. 
inThe show starts at 8 p.m. 
room 20~ at NCC. Adult 
admission is $~, student 
admission is $1.50. 
NOV. 4 - 6 
• Voices 
NOV. 7-10 
The Seduction of Joe 
Matinee 2 p.m. 
NOVEMBER 3 
Snoopy Come Home 
7 & 9 p.m. 
OCT. 31 - NOV. 3 
Escape to Athena 
.. 
NOV. 4.10 
Start ing Over 
Tynan 
4( 
4( 
4( 
4( "k 
4( "k 
4( 
4( "k 
4( 
"t( 
4( 
4( 
"k 
"k 
"k 
4( .k 
4( 
4( 
-It 
4( "k 
"k 
,k 
4( 
-k 
******************************~ 
~,,~-,~.k~i~+;c~;[~i+;c~_Lc~;;;__.~L.... . ~ - , ~  .,~ ~,..~ ~.,~.,~.,  .,~.,~ ~. .~, , .~ , ,~ ' .  • 
Saturday, Dec. I starting for Crippled Children; 
at 8 p.m. . wil l  be carried locally by 
' The  21-hour show, CFTK TV. 
sponsored by the. British Last year 's  telethon 
Columbia Lions Society raised over $700,000 for 
Margaret Mci)anlel isn't wasting any t/me getting 
ready for the Pacific Northwest Music Festival to be 
held in Terrace lids April. 
Knights of 
"G IANT 
crippled children. The 
funds are used to provide 
transport service as well 
as pay for speech therapy 
classes for the .  
youngsters. If special 
medical care is required, 
the Lions Society pays up 
to three quarters of the 
cost. This year's telethon, 
the third of Its kind, will 
feature such talent as 
Sharl Lewis, Patsy 
Gallant, and Rolly 
Hammond and his 
bilingual duck Walter. 
The local segment of the 
show will be hosted by 
Tim McLean, and 
features entertainment 
by Laurie Thaln. Mike 
Tindall, general manager 
of CFTK, says his staUon 
is providing $7,000 worth 
of free air time for the 91 
hour show. 
$1,M0.00 HAM PRIZE 
limp Evlry First Saturday of Each Month 
$100.00 Door Prize at Each BloKe 
 oming=Soon 
Terrace Ad Association's 
PRE-CHRISTMAS 
ARTS & CRAFTS SALE 
at the Skeena Mal l  
hv. 30 (6-0) l gsc. 1 (8-6) 
Al l  artists wishing to enter thei r  work 
please contact Keith Olson 
63f-1304 0r EII-71U 
• I 
,++ ++ 
RESTAURANT 
-FULL FAOILITIES- 
-¢Nllf~E a 
OANADIAN FOOD- 
~_~AIR .OONDITIONED= ........................ ++
, i+-_,mi.+ L OU.._ 
'BUSINESS LUNOHES- 
Men. to FrO. 11am. 2 pm 
I 
SUN. -THURS.  11 a .m. -12  p .m.  
FR I .  & SAT .  11 a .m.  - 2 a .m.  
4643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 635-6111 
~%%%i~-L~-~_  ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
OOOOOOOOOOOOOO0 gas  
O. The Music That Changed The World . . .  O 
tOth game U00.O0 If won in SOnumbors or bm, decroadn| SlOO,00a number ~ i lN.N. 
g i 8:00 p.m. at Veritas Hall November 3rd 
O OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0 O 
Whitetail Grocery. 
: $8 Advano. $9 Door : 
• • 
L ~,~,,~°~°o~ 624-2621 or 624:3359 
.sses  
~ paper aretwo Terrace 
~ F~ phone numSer,. ~ : 
; ~ Find them andif n " ' * 
_ ~ m won ~ O of Elvis from / / /  • 
J ~ '  Pick up your tickets at the Herald ~, l . . . . . .  , / /  Wlntewlend | J Beginning to eno. . .  / ~oUuc.o. I : 
B INGO"  [ :+ R.E.M, LEE T.HEJITRE : 
• Nov. 7 & 6 8PM • 
• MT. ELIZABETH SEOONDARY 
• Nov. 9 - 8 PM 
Tickets Available st: Terrace Sight & Sound, Kltlmat W 
A 
Sight & Sound, Kltlmst Photo, KIIdala Grocery, e 
Pap !0, The Horald,Frlday, Noveml~r 2, 19/9 
Your  Ind iv idua l  
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
SATURDAY 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Extra expenses while 
traveling. A money.making 
Opportunity could present 
itsoff. Don't be so skeptical, or 
you'll nip progress in the bud. 
TAURUS t ~  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Borne entertainments may 
prove more rewarding than 
going out. You have the right 
to have doubts about a 
financial proposition. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20)H~ 
Be more trusting of a close 
one. An invitation b offered in 
a friendly spirit with no 
strings attached. D~'t outfox 
yourself. 
CANC~ 0( :3  
(Jane 21 to July 22) 
Watch health at a social 
gathering, or you may end up 
disappointing those who want 
to see you later. Be less 
critical of others. 
LEO 
<July 23 to Aug. 22~  
Many ideas will be 
discussed re eureer. Ode of 
them is a good one. Be 
skeptical of wild gambles, but 
aware of legitimate op-  
pertunity. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Someone at home may not 
be in the mood 'for ret~iving 
8uests. A distant matter looks 
promising despite your 
doubts. Expand outlook. 
L~RA Z : r~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. ~) . . 
Don't be rushed or 
pressured into signing 
something. Do further 
research about a money 
matter. Don't give up wben 
the going gets tough. 
sco~P,o m,~P 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Some confusion about a 
financial matter. Be careful of 
belongings. A party has a 
promising beginning, but may 
turn sour later. 
SA~n'rAR~us ~,~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Don't daydream re a work 
project. You have a right to be 
enthusiastic about a career 
proposal. Don't mind the work 
involved. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
The ~h ie~ thins goes 
wrong, and you are ready to 
give up. Don't go overboard. 
Try to find a middle course. 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)-I/r"~ 
Try to keep expenses down. 
It's time to budget. Take extra 
time reviewing the books, and 
you'll find it worth your while. 
TAURus et~'~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ,..-.. 
You're in the limelight now, 
hut you must be careful not to 
be drawn into fights with 
others. Stick with trusted 
companions. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) 
The accent is on self-anlysis 
and seclusion -- a time to get 
to ~mow yourself bettor. Face 
facts about a domestic 
situation.' 
C~NCEX OL~::~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Social ife should be on the 
upswing. Let complaints 
about acquaintances remind 
you to keep in touch with those 
for whom you truly care. 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
Focus on career concerns. 
Influences now favor more of 
a conservative approach with 
an accent on security and 
financial return. 
SUNDAY 
vnr.o ~p~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Travel, distant friends and 
educational matters require 
attention. Patience and a 
responsible attitude will win 
'out over difficulties. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to oct. 22)Jrt.~'~' 
Concentrate on tax matters, 
Joint assets, and loans. Work 
in private to avoid un- 
necessary talks with those 
who oppose revisions. 
scoRPiO nt.~p 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 2ii 
A turning point b reached in 
a relationship. Legal matters 
may require the attention of a 
good lawyer. Be loyal to old 
friends. 
sA~rrrARIUs ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Concentrate on improved 
work methods and new 
projects. Despite preliminary. 
difficulties, superiors will be 
supportive. Ask their help. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
• (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
You're itching to go out 
more. A new romantic interest 
ms3 not fill the bill. You ap- 
preciato an old relationship. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 
Not a time for winning 
arguments orgetting others to 
understand. Do your best to 
avoid confrontations. Be 
diplomatic. 
TAURUS H~-- -~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) --'vtn. 
Consider ideas of close allies 
re joint accounts, but don't be 
lured.into spending more than 
you can afford, esp on 
pleasure. 
GEMINI 20) ] [ ] [~  
(May 21 to June 
Someone close wants a sign 
from you that you care. Don't 
be a flatterer, but do ~ure 
sentiments. Don't be careless 
in speech. 
CANCER el~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
You can't avoid problems 
now. Be open to talk about 
work projects and employee 
relations. Be conservative in
spending. 
LEO to AUg 22)~ ~ (July 23 
Social life b~p romantic 
options. Enjoy feltowahlp, but 
watch a tendency to go 
overboard, asp with finances. 
Accent moderation. 
HONDAY 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Be considerate of family 
when makin~ career plans. 
One idea seems unrealistic. 
Keep expansio~ scheme 
within practical limits, 
LIBRA A ~  
(Sept. 9.3 to Oct. ~) aS..~e* ~* 
You're not in the mood for 
advice, but listen anyway. 
Travel plans may have to be 
revised. Don't pull the wool 
over your own eyes. 
sco~lo n t . ,~  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. ~1) 
Joint planning requires 
cooperative efforts with 
associates. A friend has an 
unrealintic proposal. Avoid 
tendencies tobe antLsociel. 
SAGITTARIUS to 1 ~  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Pay attention 
close ones. A friend could be 
jealous. Career endeavors 
require a more cautious or 
conservative approach. 
CAPRICORN ~,~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Be amensble to the 
suggestions of co-workers. Get 
a second opinion about health 
matters if necessary. Don't 
take things for granted. 
,"  { By E,,g  : 
"ROSSWORD • m s ,o .  
. ,, N ' ° I  , 
sG~o~ m NN"  I N ~ 
IZ B.llets, and card belmg I 27 M20 
• such(abbr.) ~ Marshy ' 1NOt fern. ~ House 24 25 26 
U SUlTound mcadowa | Large ~ ~ 31 32 : 33 ~ 34 
14 German U A propoual I Wife et IZ Stage ...... ~ 
AQuARnJs "~'--~ ~eel~u . ~ole for C~u~ ~,ou.  35 36 ~ 3, 
(Jan."20 to Feb. 18) leBlind LeslleCarm 4Smallb~ Z4Noctur~ 
A tip from a friend about a lg Exceed bank 5l Sendburg. 5 Ferber novel creature ~ ~ 39 "~ 41 ~ ~ 
property matter may be balance for one I Race the " Z5 By way of ~:-:-:-:----:-:'-'-~ ~ 45 46 47 48 
newmisleadiug' butkcoP at it' A 16 Lat'ge bird ~lOperate e~e "T°n~e 4z 4 3 o p p o r t u n i t y  omes,x but . ~ J i  ~ i~  
are you willing to take a ~Rangeaof ~Wlelda .THebrow ZTCcaloll '49 50 51 
chance? hills blue pencil measure 119 Native of: 
VmCF.~ ~ .V .U~nts  .We~,of sPa.r ' ,  as~' -  ~ [~"  
T I ~ ' ; : : - " :  i._.___ (Feb: 19 .to Mar. 20) ~ English India need 30 June bug M~j56 [~57 , 
Mlstnfommtion po~ible re rmpl 33Weather ' : 56 I 
a'curcor matter. Someone festival • word ' ' • ' CRVP~yQun" 9-3 may not want you .to take Z4 Pass by ' M Begins , '  
advaniage of a legitimate unnoticed ~Wild 
opportunity. Don't be fooled., 28Wfleof. . ~ ass, XWHLXWRR TGVQL TVT  SDC QLLG 
llteraryYOU BORN TODAY ImVeand criticalabilities. Geraint, A~I  wor I  40 Perform 
Yoar gift for self-expresalon is 31Takethe i 4ZSurpasses.. D P P P V G H C X W H L R V S L - 
also an asset in the.business Ifluedbbon . ' . UCryof Saturday,s Cryptoqulp-- LAST ROSE OF SUMMER IS APT 
world, where you ~m succeed '3Z Auctions ' .  ' ]aO| ~ bacchanals . TO SPILL LINGERING PERFUME. 
as .a banker, promoter, or 34WWH . . . . . .  44 Frenoh river . Todsy,sCryptoquipelue:CequalsT 
i labl  " ]~ I • publisher' Social contacts are area eva O resort ~ co~m"'p ~a s~ su~umti,. ~p~ ~ w~.  a factor in your rise to s~ ~ Falb ,, • letter used stands for another. If you tNnk that x eqtuus u, n !
cess, though at times you can behind 47 Sk[eld will equal O throughout the puzzle. Slnsle letters, short worm, 
scatter your energies and seek 37 Bakery ' 48 Location and words us~ an apostrophe can give you.clues to locatin~ 
the easiest way. Other fields of goody' 50 Worn groove vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. " interest for you are research, 
sc ience ,  med ic ine ,  ' " 
engineering, architecture, and 
jouroalimn. You are intense 
and may bo  hurd t0 sway  f rom ER MAN 
an opinion, Your greatest the  AMAZING SPID 
teacher will be the world of 
experience. Btrthdato f: Bob 
~/4i  A ~  Feller, basebell star; Charles a~FFte  SQU~ ~l ~O ~_ ,1  ~..~#~__~z~ve I 
Bronsen, actor • - II"He i~Ovvt.ER~5 ,~u~.w ~ _ _ ~ ~N~ t~SPATt~ TO ~JB  IlllIIlltl .~L ~ ~o~ ~.,~,~.~_T~T,, ,, j 
I T~ EA4~RE ~'1"AI"~ 8UILP/ I~.~Z""[~3., , , ,~ 15 C.~ALLENC~-- ~ IIIItllli ~o r '~  ~ ,.,~'~',~'~-~"~'~ 
" rv~NI"~NNA~,~ ~.  " " "  '" . "'lIp ~ I  . - ~ ' ~ ~  
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) :~ ,~ 
• See all sides re a domestic 
~ue, but don't argue. Con-. CATF ISH 
sider opposing viewpoints, 
and in private come up with a 
~Feb. i9 to Mar. 20~ "~ 
Some may oppose your 
viewpoints now. Cam:  
mlmicafions eem to bre~. ~ . . . .  " ~ ~  ~ 
down, yet you can talk things 
over with mate or close ally. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
both artistic and practical. In 
business, you can succeed in 
banking, real estate, building 
and manufacturing, thOUgh ,,,,,~.0 . ~  ) n " . . . . . .  ' ~n[' l~,/~: . I . . . .  I ' " n 
you may be more inclinM to a " ': /~" ~ "' ~-z 
professional career. Writing; " 'i : . - -  ' ~ " [ ~ ' Y ' ~ ' I ' '  - -  . . . . .  
teaching, medicine, interior - -  
'decorating, and businesses .... 
allied with the arts are other 
fields of interest for you. You 
have a .~pecial affinity for the  WIZARD OFiD 
music and sculpture, though 
you can also succeed as an . . . .  
actor or director. Your  ~- -~-~/~T"~'~FWI~IT I~F I~I4W ~4JT'Y'O"(/= ~ i ~ i ~ ~ ~  kll  '°IIL ' responsibility and an interest ~--~I~IN~ TO P'AY~ OI=F N TH~ 
in community affairs, Bit. ~ WH~I~ F IP~ I1~ H. BL~ A 
• :~.' ~" 2" :; / ' ., 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. ~ I ~  
You may. be undecided , =~'~. -W~,E : .  V~R~ CUT" ~ .~=[ ' r~ 
.b~)ut  a romant ic  quest ion .  .~L_.# . ~ / ~  ~1~_ -' ' '  - - I  I I -- ~ ~ ~ , : .  I I " 
of a jealous person. Watch i 
PISCES ) ~  V 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. o.0) 
Don't let family concerns 
make you forget career 
priorities. A close ally has an 
enthusiastic, but perhaps _ ~ - . , ,  " 
unrealistic proposal. [ . . _ . . .  /A, ~ j  
YOU BORN TODAY are 
adventurous and not inclined 
to a routine occupation. Your 
greatest success comes when DOONESBURY 
you develop aphllsophy of life 
to go along with your thirst for 
experience. Well-suited for Z ~ ~//~, NO, NO, £ J'U~T FiI~ M4Y~ ~ .FtDUIP ~O 
publielife, youcansucceeda /tt4~. Z'/d ~t/T O/: ~Tl/~/eg OKAY, ff H/~P ~ ~/'/~ 6~/~ A~P t~£~/~ ~/" "['/~,~ T /I//dT K/VOW~? 
lawyer, statesman, isctureror ,/JN£gLffZJ~T ~/TTO ~TA~, K4Y FO~Z Nff~ff ~- ~.~t~,~f~ . ~AY~ ~Y 
leader in the business world. | CAVTP/.~YMY~:~/" .¢l~4g~T TI~F£, ~/ , t~  /a~/£'~ I FT t I~ 'Y#,4~ ~ 00~ H4Y~,4/*I~I/- 
You have a dramatic flair : ~ Z~ 8F, f~ /J/~ ~/'. I #/IT~/T ~L/l~. If/tO ~4/7~ R~- ~ ,Y~. /7"./ 
~and counseling may also ' 
appeal to You excel i ' 
in any line which brings you in 
contact with people. Blrthdste 
of: Vivien Lelgh, aelre~; Will 
Durant, philosopher; and Roy 
Rogers, actor. 
i • 
• '}~ , 
/ 
4 . 
I 
I 4 
I 
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A Mother  ; 
Too Many 
By Abigail Van Buren 
I 
' ~' 1979 by Ch icago  Tr lbune .N .Y ,  Newl  Synd.  Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: After my parents' divorce, mother left 
town, and at the age of 21 was adopted by my mother's sister 
and her husband, who were in truth my aunt and 
uncle. They were the only parents I have even known, but I 
always knew that I had been adopted~ / 
I didn't hear from my "real" mother until, shortly before 
my marriage, when she.moved back to the city where I : 
lived. • . . . .  , ' : 
Sines my "real" mother had reunited with her family, she 
was invited to my wedding. When it came time to introduce 
everybody, to save a lot of explanations, I introduced her as' 
my mother and my adoptive mother as my aunt because, 
technically, that's what they both were to me, right? 
My. adoptive mother was so hurt that she hasn't spoken to 
me since." 
• I realize that t[~e damage is done and there's nothing I can 
do about it now, but how should I have handled this whole 
mess?' 
,". GUILTY 
DEAR GUILTY: You should have introduced 3,our edop 
tive mother as your mother because Is) legally she IS your 
mother and lb) she earned that name when she adopted youl 
And you should have introduced your "real" mother as 
your aunt or your mother's sister, .because (a) legally that is 
what she is and {b) when she gave you up for adoption, she 
also gave up her right to be called your mother. 
DEAR ABBY: My mother and mother-in-law ere here 
today singing the same .song: "Shame on yon. How can you 
raise one child alone? Tammy should have a little brother or 
sister, You'll be sorry." 
Abby, my husband and I have been married for I I  years, 
We have one planned ehi ld-a beautiful, healthy, well- 
adjusted aughter, now 4. I am 34 and my husband is 36 and 
we don't want any more children, but his mother and mine 
are constantly on our backs trying to make us feel guilty for 
raising an only child.'They say we are  being unfair to 
Tummy, 
How can we get them off our baeks once and for all? Or do 
.you think we are being unfair to Tammy? 
HASSLED IN VA. 
DEAR HASSLED: You can get them elf your backs by 
stiffening your spines end reminding them (respectfully) 
that you are adults now and capable of making your own 
decisions. The size of yeur family is strictly your own 
business, and there is nothing "unfair" about rzisJng one 
child, 
DEAR ABBY: How do you feel about elling a woman that 
she has a run'in her stocking or her slip is showing? Or tell- 
ing a man his zipper is open or he has a button missing? 
Is it proper to point out things like that? I have mixed 
feelings about it. Thanks. 
, ' ".i., .. MIXED FEELINGS 
DEAR'MIXED:  To tell a woman that her sllp is showing, 
or a man that his zipper needs zippering, is a kindness ince 
they are able to.do something 'about it. But pointing out a 
missing button or m run in one's stocking is another matter. 
Nothing can be done about it; perhaps the person was 
already aware of it and hoped it wouldn't be noticed. 
t 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
I~,,, .~, ,~.  I .  11117 n/n/ul / x l J F r ~-~-.~- 7 , ,~ '~~l  ~.'l 
1~~7/ / / I / l  , ~ ] ~ '~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
[ FOR~-.~ HIe~ ~,c~,.~ 
SAVE 29% 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
, . . ,  . 
" i f  you have to sneeze, do it during 
the lunchbreak." 
1 
~,.:'.: ! 
"~ . i  J! ,.' . [L  
. .m" .~.::~: ~! :r.: .~ ; . .  
HAPPY FOOT 
MEN'S HOSE 
sanjtlzed 
Slze,s 1o.13 
Assorted Colors 
K mart Reg. Price 2.75 
SATURDAY ONLY 
1 5,.,9 
MEN'S 
PULLOVERS 
100 per cent Virgin Wool 
S.M.L 
Assorted Colors 
"K"l~nart Reg. price 5.66 
SATURDAY ONLY 
00 
• ~ '~ SAVE 20% 
,:,}j ~ _ ~, ~' IIOliESPUN TOILET PAPER ~oo~ ,a. ao,h, 
_ ~, '~ NAPKINS ' 4 rolls of 100 per cent Cotton 
._~,~...;,..; .',, !~ i I ply tl,.sue Assorted Colorl 
, By Johnny Hart K.'" mart R~-L'0w" 23 t.nce, ,. Low K mart PrlceReg,.09' Reg 'Pricel°w .14 K mart 
, ,~ , ,~A~,~ FW~T~Y',~r~Vdlm~.,~~~~ ," SAT '  " SA ~ N T~'III~I~ AT- -  FAK'T"(. " Mff.  7  cc~RgT i~. -  ..... ..........  .....
J ' "  99 ° L 'Y88  ~ / S  . ,~P  ~ .. ~ , .~ . ,  : ONLY ON ~ ONLY 
"i g 
TE~N~ ~ r~ , ~ ' .. , 
. '  
" - "  . . . . . . .  ' ' " " "  ' ~', ~, UIIJNDRY DETERGEH~ ~ed,e.,... ~,o, , ' ,  
• 6 Lllre Box Sizes 9-11 
Assorted Color 
By Garry Trudeau ~ mart Reg. Price 2.88 
K mart Reg. Price 1.00 
,, 77  
.... ,. "L_ ..... PRoe~.HAV~A I ,, ~p~z, serz, m'eAy~.P.~,,~l, ~F~e qr .ee: I i ~r#~J~'l~ \ ZZLA~e I ~.m., LOOK HI}W' ~ 1 9 C 
' . . . . .  , Y0usAvE I 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL OHLY: 
20 words or less S2.OO per In. 
sertlon. Over 20 wOrds 5 cents 
,per word. 
3 or more comecutlve Insertions 
~1.50 per Insertlen. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed 
has been let. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
Ireertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
ene Incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
I;1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge t5.00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AOVERTISING: 
~3.60 per column Inch. 
EUSINESS PERSONALS: 
S4.OO per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
,4:OO p.m. %daySay. prmr to 
pubilcatlen 
CLASSIFIED: 
11 :oo e.m. on day previOus to day 
of publleation Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other then 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT, 
IN MEMORIUM 
!4; :BUSINEsS" 
.... • PERS0NALI'*::/ 
16, 
LOST 
19, 
30. FURNITURE 
Service chlrRt of I.t.00 an i l l  
N,S.F, cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provided newa sub- 
miffed within one month. LS.00 
production charge fOr weddlng 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event ~10.00 charge, with or 
wlthou~ picture. ~ublect to. 
condensatlun. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births S.50 
Engagementa 5.50 
Marriages S.50 
Deaths S.50 
Funerals 5.50 
CArds of Thanks S.50 
Memorial Notlcea S.50 
PHONE 51S.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
43, ROOMS 
FOR RENT 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
$ In the Skeene Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.3747 
or 635-3023 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Maflhew'e Angllcan 
Church baaement. Phone 
635.4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
I 
Bllthrlght Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? Call Birthright 635. 
:3907 Nbr. 3.4421 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 a.m. - 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a.m, . 5 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m. - 10 p.m. or Carl 
635-3164 or 635-5136 anytime. 
49, HOMES 
FOR SALE 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY• 
Weoffer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more' In. 
formation about these and 
olher activit ies, please 
phone 635.2265 and ask for 
Skeana Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
31, 
GARAGE SALE 
Kit imlt  A.A. Conetructlon 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3/13. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings O: 30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays . Open Meatlnga 
8:30 p.m. Skeena Health 
Unit, K l t lmat General 
Hoepltal. 
AJ.Anon Moetlngl .  Tuesday 
- 8 p.m. United Church. 
• R Ip I  Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crlsll Line for 
Woman 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, 1971 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carder year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. IS.00 
By Mall 6ruth. 25.00 
6y Mall I yr. 45.0O 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United Stetss of America one 
year as.Do 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2,559 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Kltlmet & District 
Phone 63~.2"/47 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore nd to determine page 
location. 
The He~tal~l r~es~erv¢s the right 
to revl~e, edit, P..l~ss~f~ or relect 
any edvortlsement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repaythe cpstomer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. ' 
BoX repllss on "Hold" In- 
structions notplcked up wlthln 10 
dayl of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless moillng Instructions are 
received. Those answerlnu Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
sand originals of documents to 
avold loss. 
All claims of errors in ad. 
vertisementa must be recelved 
by the pubIlsher wlthln 30 days 
after the flrst publlcatlon. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liablllly of the H~rald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
edvertlsement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad- 
vertlsement as published shell 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for ~ ly  One In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted item 
Only, and that there shell be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
adverllslng. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the 6rltl|h Columbia 
Human RI0hts Act which 
cWlOhlbits any advertising that 
scrimlnates aoalnst any 
~rson because of his race, 
rellglon, seX, color, netlonallty, 
ancestry or place or orleln, or 
because hla age II between 
end 65 yeara,unlass the cOndition 
li iustlfled by a bone fide 
requlrement fOr the work In. 
valved. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avalleblel 
Phone 635-4646 
635.9052 
638.1514 
Alcohollce Anonymous 
Meetlngs;.de Io ~ lu~e i :d  
Mon.o:30pm United Church." 
t,~n. 8 p.m.-Alanon.Skeene 
Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Mamorlai Hospital. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meats 
Monday evening - 6:30 p.m. - 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmah 
Women's A.A. Mwflnge - 
every Tuesday night at 7: 30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.5145. 
WANTED DONAT IONS 
The Three Rlve'rs Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any dla~rded 
wood procl.ucts we could use 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON: 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 pro. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:~. pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babysltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. end Wed. from 3 
.4:10 pm. By appointment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
reglatratlon. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon 1 
.2pro .  
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V~ - 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Dovelopmenteh vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
polntmont. 
VED 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with eanltatlon 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal; pr ivate 
Skeena • Val ley Golf and 
Country Club Annual 
General Meeting. An eloc. 
alan of Officers wil l  be held 
on Wed. Nov. 14,197981 8 PNt 
In the Terrace Hotel. All 
members are urged to at. 
tend. 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.534O after 6 p.m. 
(8m.1.10.79) 
"For Safer hiving. ~uel EconomY.# Cleaner Air:..'." 
S CHIMNEYS : ..: : . '  :BOILERS!~ 
S~AIR DUCTS FURNACES 'e  
!F IREPLACES ~ ~ ~ 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. ': 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
• & DECORATING 
Drywall ,  stucco, t i le, 
l inoleum. Free estimate. 
Phone 
630.1095 
(c20.6N) 
Services Division 
.Specialist! In power-vet cleaning 
~6 Starling Street., 635-5292" 
(Itlmat, B.C. V8C.1K5 632-2466 
Four square handspllt cedar 410 John Doore Backhoe for 
shakes for sale. One covered fire. Phone 635.4081. (cm-5. 
utility trai ler suitable for 10-79) • : 
horses, ph. 635.5733. (pS.5N) You have enough to do  
,For sale: One 1956 Chev before Christmas. Let me 
single Axle dump truck. One polish your sliver-Nov only- 
1965 I HC tandem dump will p lckupand deliver. Ph 
i 
NC-9 ARE YOUR CEILINGS Various rambler ford parts .  635.~1384before noon. 
~ G E TT  N G D I N GY  (car and ~uck)  :Pricedl ~ P5.2 N. 
Rebakah Lodge Annual Tea ~. .  . LOOKING? If they are, have cheap to sell. One gai'aga to 
end Bazaar, Sat., Nov 10- ~OST Tram Highway 25 on: them bro ' fess iohaRv~ rent. One trai ler  apelrce:to 
, r . . . . .  e - '~ .  ' e Oddfallows Hall,  3222 Sunday 2Sth Oct. Male resprayed 'call~.Earl at :LiS. ~:. rent on private lot. Phon 
Munroe St. 2-4 PM. (nc.10n)' doberman wearing collar 2]~76 (c:~.12D)" \ '.635.3566. Nelghbourhood 
Anawers to DIIIInger. Ph. : . ~. , garage sale at 395.5 McNeil• 5 Siamese: Kittens to  give i ~; 
The Terrace St. Mathew's ~18-0265 Qua l i f i ed  Carpenter ,  St., Copper Mountain Sub. away. Ph 635.2746 after • ~ ~ i 
Church Bazaar wil l  be held ¢5-6 Nov. tradesman fully equipped division 10:00 A.M; to 2:00 p.m. 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
with air tools, available;for .P.M. October 27th and 
(NC 23 Nov) Lost: 3 Dogs from Lanfear 
area. 
First Annual Students 1 male-Husky-Sheperd cross 
Council Bingo. Tuesday, 201h 1 male. Maltese cross 
of Nov. 7 p.m. Skeana School 1 female-Black rain. poodle 
Gym. Proceeds to school uncllpped 
cafeteria. 18 games• $1200 In 635-6357 or 635-4755 
prizes (subject to turnout). NC-TFN 
A black male cat with large 
gold eyes, In Copparslde 
area. Ph 638.8257 
C2-9N 
SS for first card, $1 for each 
additional card. (nc-SN) 
In loving memory of Mary 
Cobbs Laurence Who Passed HELP WANTED 
away November 3rd, 1975. 
We do not forget, nor do we NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Intend. We thlnk of you often, 
will tothe end. Forgotten by Avon representatives to 
some you may be, In our work In the following areas. 
memory you will ever be. 1) Copparslde Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
sadly missed by 3) Sparks, Munthe and 
The Family Westvlew area. 
PI.2 Nov 
PIs call Norma at 635.7496 10. 
AUCTIONS CTFN 2.2R.79 
Interested In photography? 
Gain experience doing team 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
renovations, custom cabinet, 
arborlte, formica In- 
stallations. Will consider all 
other types of finishing work. 
Phone after 6 p.m. Ask for 
Don. 
635-57011 
(c10.1N) 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
635-6454 
6354757 
(ctfn-2-10.79) 
November 3rd. Garage (:3-6 Nov. . 
necessities to household 
necessities. Everything 
reasonably priced. 
(C8-2 Nov) 
Wanted to Buy:'- Used fur- 
One 9" Belt Drive Table nlture such as couch, chair, 
Saw. Has cast Iron top with 1 table & chairs. Phone 635. 
HPIndustrlal motor andalso 5417. (ctfn-11-10.79) 
for sale girl's 20" CCM bike 
end 1 utl~lW~ trailer. Ph 635 Wanted to Buy.Batteries 
3,130. ~ \ , : ....:'; from old car and truck and 
P5.8 Nov ~ cat. Top price paid. Will pick 
', ~ Up. Ph 435-4735. 
XMAS IS SPECIAL I°20-30 Nov 
Remember friends and 
relatives at home and 
abroad with Souvenlers of 
& APPL IANCES your area of B.C..Send 
Boautlful British Columbia's 2Oft Sangsler with 165 Marc 
Household furniture for sale: GREAT NORTH Magazine. cruiser, trim tabs, Galley 
round maple table and $1.25 each or If 10 of more pack, portable head, CB, 
chairs, queen size bed with $1.00 each- As stocking ¢ompsas, stereo, dingy and 
beauty rest mattress, ~stuffers try YELLOWHEAD Waller. Call 635.3204 after s 
writ ing desk, 2 ,.piece DOLLARS-serles of four, p.m., , *" , 
chesterfield, washei" and Ter race ,  K i t lmat ,  C~I  
dryer, ler'gq":pool table,: Mbrlcetown Canyo.,, and c 
lamps, small_':~rgan and  Mount Rob~on,.StL,of fOttr; 
bench, sm&*lT'" pin ba l l  $4.50 or $1.25 sech• Also 
FLOOR: photos. We'll train you. Good 
Furn i tu re ,  appl iances ,  35mm single lens ref lex 
power tools, hand tools, camera, electronlc flash and 
clean small cars, motor, car necessary. Must be 
bikes, boats, motors or any available about 20 minutes 
other Items In acceptable each mornlng and afternoon, 
condttlon, and about 1 hour each 
water  supplies and Terrace Auctlon Mart evening for one week. Call 
• .~ Corner of Apsley & Lak81le 632-6694. :. ,76 Z~(f h fr~zer.  22 cubic 
qin¢*, HEARIh~ ~1~1~6ilk655.S~|, (¢tfn-2~20 .~ . . . .  ' ~" ~- ~ *" ~;~ ~ ~t  , f~Ruhn lng~i l~ l . J~ l lk  
--~ . • 19) K melt - Terrace u,,m 1-. .  uoo-ooo~ 
)12 Grelg Ave. Tel. requires an Apprentice C2.2 Nov. 
The  audiologist Looking for good used fires. Mechanic with one year or Waterbed for sale. Queen 
roaring tests on Try the Auction Sunday 2 
more exparlence, size. all  leather. Asking 
referral by family doctor or p.m. 3092 Highway 16 East. Full time pnsltlon. 600:00 OBO Ph. 635.2695 
community health nurse. Old Totem Beverage After 3 months entitled to Between 10.4:00 p.m. 
Speech pathologist Building. full company benefits. P3.1,2,SN 
therapist wil l  carry out 1=2-2 Nov. Please apply In parson to: 
speech assessments and K mart 
therapy. HANDYMAN'SAUCTION 4761 Lakelse Ave. 
LONG TERM CARE This Sunday 8t 2:00 p.m. Skeena Mall 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave• Tel. sharp we will have lots of (a-cffn) 
635-9196. Items designed for the 
Assessment and planning for handyman. Small hardware, CHEVRON CANAD,(LT'D-[ 
those ellglble for Long Term tools, antiques for Regulres a commission 
Care. refinishing Including eagle agent for our Terrace Bulk Wanted to Buy: Bunk beds 
AID TO HANDICAPPED claw piano stools. Plant. The capital In. and rollaway cots. Ph. 638- 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. We are open Saturday for vestment Is apx $140,000 with 8217 
635.9196. consignment and new financing avai lable. For PS-TN 
Assessment and guidance merchandloe dlecount sales, more Into-and t0 apply, pls 
for vocational and social We are not a secondhand 'cell B. Wallls, Vancouver For Sale one homemade 
rehabi l i tat ion done by store but your agent for 1437.6016 between 8and 4. baby cradle, white with 
consultant, buying and selling your .... wicker sides• Asking 530.00 
Phone 635-9563. 
merchanlsa. Pre.School Supervisor  1=2-1,2 N
Weight Watchers meeting COME OUT SUNDAY wanted for Terrace Day 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. AND SEE Terrace'S first Care. Call 638-1171, 635.2243 
In the Knox United Church woman auctioneer In the old CFTN. 1-11.79 
Hall, 4907 Lazetle Avenue. Totem Beverage Bldg. High. 
United Church Tea and 
hs ia r  Dec. 1st. 
No6 Nov. 
for recycling ,or renovating. Notice to Terrace Rod and 
Call us at 635.2238 between Gun Club members. Due to 
8e.m. and 3p.m. We will try unforeseen circumstances, 
to make arrangements for the annual trophy shoot has 
pickup, been cancelled. 
(NC 2 .1,2 N) 
way 16 East. Next to the new 
Hotel. 
MILLSMEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memoria l  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any  household 
items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635-5320 or 635. 
5233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 8.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
machine, boys and men's avallableln.999flnesllverat 
skates, drapes and curtains, 524.00 each• 
golf cluho. PIs phone 635-4226 
for further Into on these B.C. YELLOWHEAD 16 
articles. (p4~SN) " Travel Ass'n, 
BOx 3636, 
For Sale: Studio knitting Smlthors, B.C. VOJ2No 
machine 2 years old. For Phone847.9216 
further Information call 6,15. C5.2,9,16,23,33 Nov. 
7878. (c20.8N) 
1967 F.850 Tamdem Dump 
truck 477 V-8 Good Box, 
Tires and Engine. Phone 
632-6350 or 6.12-3257 after 6:00 
p.m. 
C2-2 Nov. 
1977 Mack Dump 300 HP New 
tubeless tires and wheels. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
-a support service 
for women- 
4711 LIzella Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635-5145 
Drop in: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Man. - Thurs. 10 a .m. • 4 p.m. 
Friday. We offer a com- 
fortable relaxed at- 
mosphere to meet and share 
Ideas. Children ere welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
- Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday. single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday • Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays • 
Women'e Night Out. 
L.W. Sears Auction Services 
Ph: 635.7824 
Open Saturday and Sunday 
only 
C2-2N 
BAZAAR AND TEA 
The Order of the Royal 
Purple ladles Invite the 
public to their fall sale and 
tea. November 17 1:30 P.M.-- 
4:00 P.M. In the new Elk's 
Home 2822 Tetreult Street. 
NC..17 November 
Notice to Terrace Rod and 
Gun Members: 
The annual trophy shoot will 
be held Saturday November 
3rd at the Rifle Range. Big-- 
Bare--trap--Handgun events. 
Dance end supper to follow 
In the evening after 7:00 p.m• SEARS 
NC 2 November SALESAGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
NOTICE OF MEETING Auction services 
'KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY Ornamental Ironwork 
Wednesday, November 7, 2972 DObl8 Street 
1979 at 7:30 p.m. Phone635.7024 
Terrace Mental Health lOa.m.-2p.m. 
Boardroom, 4554 Lazelle Closed Mondays 
Ave. (cm.12.10.79) 
NC.7Nov 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work : .: ,. 
Hourly and Contract 
Ik38.5479 -' 
anytime 
(am-1-10-79) ~ ,, 
PDQ 
carpet & Flooring ' 
Installation 
You supply-- we Install 
638-1691 
(am -1.10-79) 
INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
salesman and service man 
required for a fast growing 
Industrial Dealer shop. PIs 
mall Inquiry to PO Box 215. 
Tetkwa B.C. 
C20-23 Nov 
~: The 
DALLY HERALD 
• needs 
, CARRIERS 
In;fhe following areas: 
*'. Thornhlll 
Cottonwood St., Empire 
6~., Paquefle Ave.,Kofoed *: 
Deslerdlnes, Kofoed - 
Sharpies, River Dr., 
Burgess • Laurler Ave., 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newelh Golf 
CoUree. 
Terrace 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block Ager, 
Galr, Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green, 4500 Block Grelg. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
)hone: 
63543.t7 
between 9 am and 5 pro. 
Kltlmet 
fukon S1., Quail . Sterling 
Streets, Oriole . Osprey 
treats. 
I Interested --  phone Kelth 
It: 
632.2747 
)nc-ctfn) 
Herald 
classifieds 
get results 
• l~re changa¢ for sale. Phone 
Store Flxtures~for sale. Ph 
during the day.: 635-6576. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
LOOKING FOR FUR-  
N ITUREt  
Try the Terrace Auction 
Basement sakh4916 Lazelle Mart Sales Floor. New & 
Ave,, 10 a.m. 3 p.m. Wed. used furniture at a price 
Thurs• Frisat 9:00 a.m..2:00 anyone can afford. We boy 
p.m. ~n~" sell. Call the Terrace 
C2-2 Nov• " | . . . .  A~c~on Mir t ,  ,14~tLakelsei / 
Ave. Phone 635.$172. (ctfn.2. 
Wood fireplace with. 
screen(new) Phone 635.5730 
C3.2Nov. 
Neighborhood Basement 
Sale: Sat., Nov. 3, 10 8.m. to 
5 p.m. Wood heater, oil 
furnace, kerosene heater, 
plants, lawn and household 
furniture, records, books, 
games, bicycle, motorcycle, 
snowmobi le ,  misc .  
household articles. Free' 
coffee. 4637 Beaver Cres• 
Copperslde Estates. 
P2.2N 
'79 Honda CBX Supersport. 
Ph. 635.5419. (pS-SN) 
"Rubber Boots for Dancing" 
and memories of pioneer life 
In the Bulkley Valley written 
by Nan Bourgon Is now on 
sale In Smlthers at Van's 
News, Western Drugs and 
Interor Stationery. 
C15-12 Nov) 
For Sale Boiler, 4,500 B.T.U. 
boiler. $250.00 Ph 635-78,10 
C5.2 N 
For Sale: Boiler, 45,000 
B.T.U. $250. ph. 635. 
7540. (cS-5N) 
For Sale: 1 floor oli furnace, 
300 gallon oll tank 5300.00 
aBe 635-3112 
C5.2 Nov 
• • .  , . ' . . 
20-79) 
5 BF Goodrich 12X15 radial. 
N! terrain. T.A's Used one 
season. 
Ph, 635.2944 after 6 p.m. 
C2.2Nov. 
: WANTED 
Spot cash pald for 
Good used furniture, guns, 
lewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We boy • sell - trade 
Gunsmlthln9 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum SWeet 
Terrace 438-1413 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall . 3222 •
Munroe. For further In. 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
635.5661 (am.7.0.79.Tu,Fr) 
HILLSIDE LODGE"  
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms 
housekeeplng units, cen 
trally located. Fully fur. 
~lshed. Reasonable rates 
L)y day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 6:35. 
6611. (ctf.f) 
- - ~  - i l l  El I II - -  
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 • 4603 Scott 
One, two and three 
bedroom apar tments  
Laundry & etorage area. 
Near schools and dowm 
i 
town. Clean, q*.det,I 
spacious, security Iockup| 
end patrol. Fatal.time| 
manager In resldlmce. | 
cff-f) 
55,001orlglnal miles. Many 
FOR RENT: Furnished 
room with cooking facilities 
and prlvato washroom. Close 
to town. Ph 635.5233. 
PI.2N 
NOW RENTING NEW 
1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments 
635-2404 
2 Br apt for rent Call 638.1028 
(:2.2 Nov• 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
Sksene Valley. Many ex. 
cellent features, Including 
wall to wall cerpatlng, built 
In dishwasher, two full bath~ 
end large covered eundeck. 
Located In • quiet residential 
area only minutes from 
echoola and downtown, 
Possession can be Im. 
mediate. To view phone 790. 
after 6 pm. (atM.11.10. 
Lot For SALB Excellent 
large tot on 4416 Cedar 
Crescent. Ideal residential 
area with potential view. 
521,000. Contact 635.7696. 
For Sale by builder. Your 
choice of six homes. Prices 
reduced For more In. 
formation pls call collect 
days.562.4114, evenings.562. 
3697. 
CTFN-25 Oct 79 
Three bedroom home, 
bungalow style. Paved 
driveway, completely lend. 
scaped, 14X14 workshop. 
Very  clean end well main. 
Sashed home. Ph. 635-7,155. 
P10-13 Nov. :~1 
3 br. country home I 
excellent view on one acre. 
1026 eq. ft., creek (rontega, 
large garden 'a rea  with 
excellent solh Asklng 
140,O00. Phone 635-3485 after 
6 pro. (cffn.16.10.79) 
.i 
For Sale By Owner 
3 Br. house has fireplace. 
Non basement. Large lot 
52X210. Close to echools. 
Asking S¢5,000, For more 
Into p in  call 
638-1294 
CTFN 2.11.79 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners Tea concrete Investment. 
& Bazaar wilt be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace khmlfty'sExcavetlng 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 635-~ 
1:30pro to4:30pm. (nc-2N) (am.1.10-79) 
5"/, 
AUTOMOBILES 
HOMES 
Wenlid to rent by family of 
Is(Jr 3 Br. •house with 
basement. Needed by Dec. lS 
1979. " 
Nov 
e~ch~or ioqulrN furn'lshed' 
or unfurnlehed one. bedroom 
Apt. trailer or. house.. Pts. 
cell 636-1257 and ask' for 
Dave; '
Nov .• 
WO!'klnO couple requires 3 B~' 
accommodat ion  Im. 
mediately. 
Weikdays 1:30 a.m.-4:30 
p.~. ~2S5.  Local 32after d 
p.m. Ph. ~141,1010 ' 
"r! ' ."" : 
CTFN.21' .79 
Family requires 2 or 3 bdrm. 
apt;, house or trailer as soon 
es'~selbll. 635-6536 ext. 20 - 
8:30to 4:30 Pro. (c412N) 
].2 acre view property In 1961M~heng for sale.Phone 
Country Creek fronta9e..&lS-2972efler'Sp.m. 
Nicely treed. Ph. 63S-24U PS-2 Nov  . ' 
after 6 p.m. 
1972 Volkswagen S0per- 
CTFN 2-11.79 : beafla 1400"Good Condltlol~ 
II00.00, Ph ~1S-3541. 
lS7 acres with 1100 square P3-2 Nov. 
foot 3 bedroom house. 30 foot 
by 40 foot hip roof, barn 20 1969 Toyota Ceil'gill for 
foot. by 30 foot  shop. Sate. Ph63&1213. 
Numereue other bulldlnge. PS.4 Nov 
Approximately 30 ecre l ,  
cleared, some in grass. 79 T.Blrd low mileage; Exc. 
Numercue aprlnge, panda, a Warranty. Phone 6.11-1366. 
potential fish farm. Located (CIS-7 Nov.) 
10 miles from Terrace. All 
for S9L000. One helf down the 1949 (::hevelle. Gloss bla¢l~ 
rest et 11VJ per cent mot  
tpge. 
1"9-2,8,9,15,16,32,23,29,30 
Nov. 
For Sale-Fully equll)ped' 
convenience store with living 
accommodation. Store does 
• good year round turnover. 
For further Into pica write 
Box 1214 or call 635.3971 
0,  ; • • 
LIVESTOCK : 
Overhead door. Plumbing CTFN.211.79 
and ges heat. Ph 63S-7~9 one portable mwmll l  on 
CTFN.MWF 2-1"0-79 ~lumble frll ler, with In-" 
~ernetlonel power unlt, P lu l  
"For Rent: 900 eq ft. on ona wheel unit. Plus one 
second floor. Ai r  con- wheel loader. Contact John, 
dltlenad; Located at 4623 :Ot41M-3324 In Topley. . .  
Lakelse Avenue. ph 639-2992. Cl0-13 Nov 
CTFN 2.11.79 
For Sale: Warehouse with 
h i l t iCf  workshop end 
separate office specs. 1977 Dodge Aspen station 
F~cad with chain link wagon. Extremely low 
hnce. Complete security. Ph. mileage. Must be seen to be 
631.1324. appreciated. Ph. 635.9546. 
P10-1 Nov. C~.~N 
"~ " ' 1979 4 door Honda Accord. 
Valuable cornmerclel ot in 16,o00 km. Exc, cond. ~ ,  
Terrene. For sole or build t~ Ph. 438-.1313. ( I~aN) 
owners requirements. For 
Into pts ph. Rush Roper S42. Forsale: Volkswogon Beetle 
4114 ,C~lect. 'wl lh custom body, custom 
C.FTN:2"11"79 Interior. Powered by 1974 
CepH V6  en01ne.. Many 
options. $2~100. AIIo 
flbregless body Volksweget~ 
with convertll~e. Ph. 43S. 
3359 efter S pm. (p4-2N) 
Iot'on. 4S16 Cedar Crescent: 
Ideal reslckmttsl area with 1975 Blazer 4X4 In good 
potential vtew.'. 821,000. ~ondltlen Low mileage. Ph 
C~teot ~1S.7696. (cffn-2-10- 435-4514 for Information. 
79~ CS.2 NOv. 
• 1972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12X56 with 10X12 
finished addition . Un. 
furntshed. In good condition. 
Reasonably priced. Ph. 635- 
SS3~ 
CTFN 31.10-79 
For  Sale: 1972 1~8 ft. 
trailer set up In trailer park. 
For appt. to view call 63S- 
23O6. (c204N) 
For Sale 1978 14)(70 Manco 
Mobile Home unfurnished. 
Set up lad skirted In local 
~l l le f  perk. Ph. 635.9736. 
end white scoop. New Tlre~, CTFN • 2-11-79 
end rlmL 11 to 1 plehpne, I~ - 
bolt rearend. 450 Holily carb; i976 34X60 Horace Ak)blla 
wl~ many more high Per" HomalnThornhlll. For more 
• formence exWes Must sell,' Into call Tom at 63S-2261 
638-1427 or 63S-~00, 
CIO-S Nov CTFN 2-11-79 
1974 Detson P.U. Auto 1900 
cc. Shorfl~x 27,S00 miles. 
Good cond. )LS00. OBO. 
After 6 p.m. pl|. call 631-1443 
or 435-2037. (c7.2N) 
1979 Ford F.lS0.explorer. 
Uke new. Must sail. Qn ly  
7,000 km. Ph LLS-219S l i ter  
4:/00 P.M. 
C4-1NOv 
1974 Ford VanGood Sham. 
Low mileage, etucidad tires. 
Ph 63S-S4~I after S p.m. 
1=3-:1,1 and 9 Nov 
1979 GMC PU. Ph &II.IM4 or 
~r~t911Alk for Mike Buday. 
P2.2 Nov. 
For Sale 1976 G.M.C. 4X4 
with Canopy. Oval gee tank 
Hue "rld~ tank. Mule esIl 
leavln9 town, ~ 63S-~011 
~NOv .::.: . : . 
For setH: 1972 Stet~men 
mobile home. 12xS~2. In 
dudes wesher and dryer, 
frld9e, stove, i l l  furnltune 
md appliances, I~Y shod 
and porch. Clean and 
real~nebly priced. For quick 
a le  priced under 110,000. 
Phone 632.3413 anytime or  
~-~ after 5. (cI0-12N) 
Sklroule RT 3~0.showmoblle 
with cover In good condition 
1400.00 Ph 63~.3541 P1-2 N 
Must'sell Immediately.. 
1977 31 Foot Wilderness 
Travel Trall.er.. Asking 
18,500.00. View at Ree I Inn 
Motel Highway 16 West. Lest 
trailer Off I~ .  
CTFN " "2-11-79 
21 Foot Vanquard Trailer. 
Fully self contained Tandem 
Electric brakes Stoves.Oven 
.3 way frldoe 3 piece. 
Bathrcom.Owner tranoferad 
must sell. 15500.00 
13JI411~I after 6 p.m. 
P~S N 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT: '  20' to 28% 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully. 
Insured. Available for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone ~1~.2423. 
(F2~16N) .... 
1~2 Tr ivel l l ro 16 ft. trailer. 
Frldge, stove, heater, water 
supply. Exc. cond. Phone 
.L1..c-4094. (pS.SN) 
ft. Vanguard camper. 
• Includes 3 way Irides, stove, 
furnace and lacks. Very 
good condition. Phone 635- 
2120 after 6 pro. (p7-$N) 
6 :i~:: ~$ E ~V i'CES :/!? 
• :: • :1: :i; :!::i r: ; ~ :•  ~ 
i 
, .. . . ~ . - . . ;  .~ .  "~ :. '~. .~  :~; '31:,~:,"  . ~  ..  , : , : -  , :  
: . . . . .  "~ ' '  .: ":'~" "..~: ~ 7-'; :~.': ~V :.~%:.'~".'~.,;'~.:~:.;:-.~.::-"~ ~'~: . ,' :..~.': .~;'~ . . . . . . . .  
' ' • :". ":+ :+'" ':: ..... .: .... ~ Herlid~::l~lSSa?:'~wmber:L lm Page 11 
I MANAGING t WHi lR I  PDn i I t lM l l  MIMDTliilITV 
B,fft~.t~Iit~I•YOUR .... '" I 1 ': ' I 
II Icbe(A, ~oul.d Mve i~me ~l lnm ekperlence, a 9oo(I 
i ~Iv lno r~ord:  sad be wllllng to ~m~ treasure, 
I Weoffer i ~ id!rflng M. lll'y, l;'lus llberol employee 
l/beetle; ~ '  . :  " " '  - ": 
rive in '~e  inflationary ' | : " : '  Fo¢ .en ln le rv lew~!~ca lh  
• o]o..o~.~o~,~?_~,9e~!]o~ i :. ' , ~,a . . ,~ , . :  
We prepare your In- 
corporation papers over the 
phone-  fast. For more 
Information please call THE 
LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A. Ll.B. TOLL 
FREE 112.e00.6~l.303S (In 
Vancouver call 687.2442. 
Chargex and Maetercharge 
welcome.' (affn-10.10-79.F) 
For Sale-Bnef cross feeder 
calves. Various sizes. Also 
feeder pigs. Call 635.5617.The 
Jackson Place. 
C~25,26,29,31 Och 2 Nov) 
• INVITATION TO TENDER 
Investors concerned about 
the future of their dollar 
can learn the tools to: sup 
more than 20 leading scone. 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Janitorial Services No. N- 
0411 Six Dermltorlas A,B,G- 
D,E,F,  for cleaning of 
various el'ell, as per talk 
scheduleswlll be received up 
.~. 3:00 p.m. local time the 
l$th day of November 1979, 
end those available at that 
flmewlll be opened In public 
at 
NORTHWEST COM. 
MUNITY 
mists, stockbroker~, finan- I ." ' .  "' .r~ql(W!flila..I,~ d. 
and cie] wdten, currencies 
commodities expert~ at.the I : : ~" " :  ' ( k~ lMI '  I 
New York Hilton Sept. ; - ' .~ ' '  " "  .~*  "-'.'-~-'~-.'~; .';,?.~*'.*~.~'.';'.-;E~'~,~.;."..;.'.;;;.'.'.'.';-';-.'.'.'.'........ ~'.;~:~:'~. - . ':"::::::::~.~: .'.';'.'.~:~:~.';'.%~:'. ;';';.. ,'.'.'.'.'~';'.'.v,'.'.'..'.:;:,,'¢ 
13-16, 1979. . . . ,  • : EXCLQSIVEDISTRIIUTORSHIP !:~ 
: : ':~. Tm~Klfl,.maw.tam We ere looking "for ~n Indlvld.a! or ¢ompar~y to 
.r~r. f f~t: ,  r.v~lut;~/ ~w c~ce~t !n the tcod 
~Atr~Bf "kI~l:  rnmChli~;: ne~r.bofor'e displayed In 
you~ area .... ~ . ':~ "' r "~. '" "~: " ' : ' " " 
COLLEGE 
S331 McConnell Ave. 
Terrace,B.C.VOG.4C2 
A seminar on invest- 
ments could be a good 
investment of your  time. 
and candidate for the 
Presidency in 1980. lad 
James Dines, editor and- 
pub]bher of the Dines 
Letter. 
, '  alxlelutely, no. ~t [on ' : ,h 'om.  other menufao 
• turere... : i ..:' ,.~.' ,/:,:.'.~ :... 
:.~ excelll]ntoroflt)trw,~tWe~; For fulldetelll reply to: 
~.~ ~: .... ~me,~rk~. l ' , cmmra~ 
. .' ' ilmL=ur.ieCN~cent . i:i: 
~.~. ', ' ' . .' :;m~,i.r,:, :::: ~' . . :~~ %;2 . ;~:~.~: : :~:  
I :  ". " 1 ": '' m ~ b ' '  ~ :  H!LL  
I .... :: :Ae SSROAD 
J : ,  !sm:i Wni  sam 
l';wl!l.~ 9~, ) f  ~Lm 8~Ioni[ Olifflof-~ Kltlmet. 
| 1~79~'11~l.;co'otric!~.,~!IF~!f~l.ll~wyRr ~rlod o~ 
I " b,..h~,d .~!~: ..... - 
1) Ratn and typge of equipment 
2) Acc~ to ind ~t  of 
~) C~ftrmsfto, that ~h!a cle~llng will be done on a 
IX'lorlty I~. sll. 
The conference, say its 
producers, Investment Semi- 
nats International, can ~ds~ 
people from • broad sP~- '  
tram ' of financial. back- ' 
grounds. The speakers have 
been careful ly chosen 
to provide a balance, of 
viewpoints. '. 
The Intemat/onal Invest- 
ment Seminar will feature 
pre~ent~o-, by Robert M, .  
Bleiberg, editor of Barren'-, .
Louk Rukeyser, ho~t"lbf :: 
TV's ,"Wall Street Week" '  
and syndicated'- o01umnkt,.
the Hen. Philip Crane, U.8; 
Representative from miook 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the Seth day of October 1971. 
Tenders must be flied on the 
forms provided, in sealed, The beaver's tel l  is about I 
¢lnsrly marked envelopes, third of its total weight. 
The lowest or any Tender "The sound body is a prod- 
will not necessarily be ec- uct of the iound mind." 
cephKi. George Bamerd Sbew 
Pleese direct ell enquires to 
NI ~ mu~t M mlM4n¢ .marked "Kltsumkelum 
:Ski Hill - A~:  ~ ~nowl~g Plowing end Sanding 
Tender'. ~ ~ ' . .'~ 
LOWEST, OR ANY TENDER NOT NECESSARILY 
ACCEPTED. 
. . :: .l(It~umkelum Ski Hill • 
' P~JonlJ Dleh'lotof KIHmet.Stlklna 
No'. 9-4644,, Ln~. tteAven ua 
' Tml~,  B.C. 
• VSG lS6 
(n~JJ) 
•1 
Limited EdWin  P ares 
MUST SELL IM- Mr. Vie Weram " I ! 
MEDIATELY: 19T/ 31 ft. Maintenance Su~rvl~or Collectors of : 
Wlldernaas travel trel ler.  NorthwestComm,Coll~e ' ' " ; " ..... ' 
Asking 18,500. View at Real Box 726, Terrace, B.C Forfrsacotelog.ue,prlce.!llte~dnmqdM. *write: 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. Ph. 639.6911,1ocal 251 329W, HlstlnglSt. 
C e sorv in  ltd. Vanco~yer, O.C, 10-~) . A2.31 Oct, 2 Nov. • • . . . . . .  ; i .  : 'V IB IH4  
j % I ! I t .  : . , ; "  , ,I , . 
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/ .o:, 
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?- 
, 5055 h 
,,as l; f 
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...... REGIONAL OISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKIHE 
!:  REFER[HUgH BY.LAW NO. 125, 1979 
.,o, i .,-:. I ...-- 
| ' " , " ;  i . " "  ' 
:Suit: 1.2e~,,~. ' I . : 
~ !."" l ,,2;, ,,,. 
I I 
mmme 1.4 .  [ lUS 
' ' ' 0 g ' i , l ' 1 
,1o, ~ ,,,o I 11,' '~.,L*'2" 
. . ,  
a94 ; " " • 
, 092 ! ss.o 919 
? 
5114 
1113 l l lBJ  , I 
rEReACE 
P 
~,1916~'  
m 
' II02 1 1 . . . .  1740 a 
/ , ; -  I 
4,,; 
4577 
.... 
. - ; .  . : . , ' .  . . .  
• ; . . .  , ' ~ . :  • , ,~ . , "  ,~ .  -. ~."  : . . ,  
!~ 4,, I ~ ~b l l¢ : , t l , : l !hereby  , , . . . .  given to t~. 
Elictors '0fi ~ ~~.llled: iru m 
Ele:tor,!l ArH E ~'and the. speclfled 
po~Ion d. E.l.~oral:Aru C, that a poll 
shall wlth the be.taken In aCc~rdanca 
~ovlSlonl of the :~'Municipel Act" to 
determine whether: O r n~r the electors 
wish ~F~P~lc!pat~ in t1~:i978 capital 
a~ns Jm pr~aYn.a~ shaHng of the 
annual.,net..operefional'costs of the 
Terrec~ Pi)bll;c" [.Ib~ary, ':' 
U.~ 
The following, brlMly lab out the 
prows~ by.liw: 
, To pa~lclpata In,the 19711 capital 
exPanSion progkam and the en. 
nual net operational costs of the 
- -  Terrace Public Library on the 
~3 basis of combined aUessmont of 
• the District of  Terrace and the 
specified area on an equal mill 
rate up to a maximum of 3.25 
mills and to' do ell things 
necessary In connection 
therewlth. • .i:;.. " ~: 
Take notice that the above Is a synopsis 
of a by-law thetmay be Inspected at 
J~s i  the Regional District Office, No. 9.4644 
Lazelle Averiue, Terrace, B.C. from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Is not to be 
.deemed an Interp#etstion of the by. I 
laW. 
Elementary School, Clarence Mlchlel 
School on the 17th day of November, 
197% .betwem the hours of 6:00 a.m. 
end 8.00 p.m. 
: : ReturningOfflcer 
~I  
19~op2 e55 
" / \  L---T= 
1749 
e 
1731 . t 1730 
iTzp ,72~'  
% :" J ; , '  
• • • • . . . .  , • 
' L 
: :  4 
! i 
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Recommended Reading for Every Homeowner: 
Do- I t -  Yourse l fer ' s  Common Error :  
Have You  Forgot ten  the Carpet? l  
Don't put it off another water and oil-based spills ands, then blot with a cloth. 
season, just because all the don't spread out, making Repeat until all material is 
do.it-yourselfing has left 
you exhausted and muscle- 
sore. 
Get down,and care for the 
carpet, which is usually one 
of the major home fur- 
nishings investments in 
one's home, yet probably 
the most taken-for-granted. 
Here are the results of 
avoiding carpet care: 
• Soil and stains can dull 
the appearance as well as in- 
crease wear. 
• Dirt and sand, which 
have microscopic, glass-like 
cutting edges, can grind car- 
pet fibers down and out. 
• Grease and mud, in ad- 
dition to being ugly, can mat 
down fibers and ruin their 
appearance. 
Effective carpet care in- 
volves do.it-yourself clea~- 
ing to handle the sudden 
spills and daily wear, and a 
professional carpet cleaner 
to get at the ground-in dirt 
and stubborn stains. 
them easy to blot up. 
Do-it-yourself care should 
include the weekly use of an 
upright vacuum cleaner or a 
rotating brush attachment. 
Vacuum heavily trafficked 
areas daily, and remember 
to move furniture an inch or 
two from its original loca- 
tion as you clean. This will 
help avoid prolonged or con- 
centrated crushing of the 
pile. Also, set the vacuum 
cleaner for a height that 
gives a slight resistance to 
pushing and pulling over the 
carpet. 
Another important part 
of the do.it-yourself routine 
removed.. 
Cigarette burns: If burn 
area is small and damage is 
only at top of pile, snip off" 
charred ends with manicure 
scissors, and then brush. 
After you've handled edch 
of these spill' problems, it's 
wise to follow up w~th these 
steps: remove excess clean- 
ing solution by blotting with 
a sponge or cloth dampened 
in water, and repeating until 
all residue is removed; dry 
carpet by weighing down 
with a half-inch white pad of 
absorbent tissues or cloth to 
absorb the moisture and 
brush pile up after carpet is 
is handling spills. React im- dry. 
mediately to any type of ac-  Caring for a carpet is as 
cident, und as a rule of much a part of home ira- 
thumb, blot with cold water provement as adding u room 
and a mild detergent. Then 
rinse with a sponge and blot or painting an interior. This 
season, if you don't over- 
look what's underfoot, you 
can increase your carpeting 
'investment by keeping it 
newer-looking longer. 
"His" and "Hers" 
dry. 
For special problems, 
follow these tips: 
Animal accidents: Blot up 
as much as possible. Dilute 
BY-LAWS 
By-laws are regulations permitting or prohibiting 
action within their legislative authorities. With re- 
spect to real estate, these should be checked to be 
certain the property ou am considering is capable 
of rendering you the service you want. 
Thinking of increasing the size of the house? 
Check to make certain that lhe land-to-building ratio 
will permit an addition. What type of materials, 
workmanship, inspections and permits will be re- 
quired. 
Planting hedges, installing fences, building patios 
or pools, regradtng the lot--are there height restric- 
tions, set back minimums, maximum grade allow- 
ances - -  check before you start work. Not only may 
you avoid the possibility of having to do the work 
twice in order to conform to a by-law, but you might 
discover a better alternative to what you have in 
mind. 
By-laws might also contain regulations pertaining 
to the general area - -  such as anti noise, building 
and garden maintenance requirements, of which 
you ~hould ba aware. They might also contain re- 
striclionswith respect o kind and hours for vehicles 
being parked in the area, the use of clotheslines, or 
other such restrictions. 
Whether you are buying or selling, being aware of 
restrictions as welPas the rights carried with your 
ownership of real estate may prevent a costly error. 
r~e(aLto~ 
Published in tho interest of the community 
Oy your local Real Estate Board in co. 
operation wifh the Canadian Real Estate 
Association. 
For professional care, 
consult a carpet cleaner of- 
fering a new maintenance 
program which can be done 
in one's home. This service 
includes cleaning by extrac- 
tion, and an application of 
"Scotchgard" brand carpet 
proteetor, atreatment that 
proyides a chemical,barrier 
on carpeting, so it is difficult 
for dirt to cling to fibers. 
Another benefit is that 
the stain by cleaning with a 
cloth dampened with plain 
water. Then clean with an 
acid mixture such as one 
quarter water with one tea- 
spoon white vinegar, or use 
club soda. 
Nail polish or rubber ce- 
ment: Wipe up as much as 
possible: Then use regular 
nail polish remover, without 
lanolin, applying with an eye 
dropper. Wait a few sex- 
• 4819 PARK AVE. 
Painting Tip: 
Keep your brushes in 
good condition by storing 
them in pine oil cleaner. Be- 
fore using again, remove all 
traces of cleaner. 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
UNLOCK THE EQUITY IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A 1st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
FAVOURABLE RATES 
CAC REALTY LTD. 4624A GREIG 
AVENUE 
PHONE 635-6108 T E R RACE 
BOB HAYTER, MANAGER 
New listing/ acreage on 
Kleanza Drive. This 3 
bedroom home Is of 
unusual design. Asking 
551,O0~. Call Judy for more 
details. 
Just redecoratedl New 
listing in Thornhlll. Home 
has three large bedrooms. 
Laundry room handy off 
kitchen. Large closed.In 
beck porch features wood 
burner. Breezeway bet. 
wean shop and house 
closed.in with plexl-glasa. 
If you would like to view 
this home, cell Pat. Listed 
at 040,000. 
130X~ foot lot In Cop, 
perslde Estates. Water 
hookup available. For 
more Information, call Joy. 
Small country estate. 
Many advantages to this 
we l l - landscaped at .  
trectlvely built home. 
Tranquil ity and com. 
fortabla living will be 
yours when you purchase 
this well finished home. 
For more details, call 
Judy. 
LIST WITH REALTY WORLD- THE BUYER FINDERS 
CHRISTEL OODLINSKI 
~35-$397 
MURIEL NEALI 
63S-29~ 
OUR SIGN IS ON LOTS 
OF LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONGi  
HORST GODLINSKI FRANK SKIDMORE 
Aql l : _~O 1 
JOY DOVER 
Close to schools and 
facilities, this 3 bedroom 
home of 1049 sq. ft. has lust 
been listed. Excellent 
starter home with extra 
large kitchen, full' 
basement ,  sundeck,  
mortgage can be assumed 
by qualified purchaser. 
Call Murlol. 
A total of 3300 sq. ft. 0f 
living am In this centrally 
located revenue home. 
Features large living 
room, 4 bldroeml and |Va 
bathe on main floor. 
Sl~clons suite has separate 
heating and hot water taM(. 
This one year old home Is 
landscaped with a good 
garden area and hot a 
large sundeck. For more 
Information on this In. 
tereating home, call Jay. 
I 
HOME ON ACREAGE 
Small hobby farm a II mt  up 
Mr horses only tee mlnutu 
from town. House has three 
bedrooms, full basement, 
and Is five years old. 
Asking only lag,s00. MLS, 
Call Chrlstal or Horst 
Goclllnskl at LU-Sm. 
ACREAGE WITH LOG 
HOUSE 
Small log home on IS0 
acres In Kltwango. Barn 
and outbuildings alto on 
the property. Acreage Is 
not In agricultural freeze 
and could be suMIIvldod. 
Listed I t  Sfl,01~. Cl l l  Pat 
for more Information. 
II I 
Just listed, and It won't last 
fongl This 1130sq. ft. home 
Is situated on a large treed 
lot close to all schools. 
Three bedrooms, bright 
dry bess•eat ready for 
furnishing. Natural gas 
heat, end an assumable 
mortgage to qualified 
purchaser. Call Murlel. 
1165 SKI. ft., 3 bedrbom 
home with 3 bedroom 
revenue suite in basement. 
Could be converted to 
single fami ly dwelling. 
Asking $55,000 - -  call 
Chrlstal or Horst Godllnskl 
for viewing. 
Commercial building, 
frame construction, 2,2O0. 
sq. ft. upper floor. Total 
rental income SI,6S0 per 
month. Asking price 
S165,O00. For details call 
Horsl Gedllnlkl ~ 635-$319L 
Residential Iotl 
We have a number of goad 
residential lots for sale, 
situated in a new sub. 
division In the Horseshoe 
area. Priced at $10,000. Call 
Horst or Chrlstel Godllnski 
at 135.$397. 
Attractive family home on 
quiet street In Uplands 
area.  Three.bedroom 
upstairs, fireplace, patio 
doors off dining room. 
Basement complete ly  
finished. Asking $49,SO0. 
For viewing call Chrlstel er 
Horst Oodllnskl. 
PAT QUINN 
635-2532 
JUDY JEPHSON 
A' ;n . IA¢9  
MODERATELY PRICED 
HOME IN PREFERRED 
LOCATION 
Just listed lit S4f,0O0, this 
three bedroom home In. 
eludes 1040 sq. ft. ef 
comfortable living space. 
Neat and immaculately 
clean, this pro~rty  is lust 
whet many young families 
are looking for. Give 
Murlal m call. 
 PRUDEN & ¢URRIE,,-.LTD. 
11ERRACE'S COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE 
4648 Lakelse Avenue 
I 
i 
Thornhlll - -  3 bedroom | 
doublewlde mobile home, 
I Insulated garage and shed on property. Present of- fers. For details call Dick Evans. 
LAKELSE LAKE 
!2 bdrm. furnished mobile 
home In excellent con. 
dltlon. 75'x200' lot, good 
water. Nicely set on this 
property. Asking S25,0O0 
but owner anxious io sell - -  
call Bob Sheridan. 
"SHOP ON 2~ ACRES 
Located on Kenworth Road 
this 2 bay shop has a large 3 
bedroom suite on upper 
floor and gravelled yard. 
Phone Bert Llungh to view. 
o ,  
WELL MAINTAINED 
Modern 3 bedroom home 
with easy care Ncan ex- 
terior, full basement with 
finished rumpus t~oom, 
patio doors to a rear 
sundeck and concrete 
patio, natural gas heat and 
hot water, and the lot Is 
landscaped and fenced. 
For appointment to view 
cell Rusty or Bert Llungh. 
EVENING 
PHONES 
2 bedroom starter home. 
Centrally located to schools 
and shopping. Brick 
fireplace In living room. 
Wall to wall carpeting. A 
good assumable mortgage. 
For details .cal l  Dick 
Evans. 
MOBILE HOME 
12 'x68 ' -  3 bdrm. fully 
furnlshed, all In good 
condltlon. No. 42 Sunnyhlll 
Traller Court. $10,500 for 
thls Bead buy. Call Bob 
Sheridan. 
BEAUTIFUL  HOM'E 
WITH VIEW 
This home Is located In an 
exclusive area of Terrace 
and has a Captivating view 
of the Skeena Valley. Over 
1200 sq. ft. of gracious 
living, 3 bedrooms, two 
flreplacse, two full baths, 
covered patio off kitchen 
and dining room. Double 
Carport and lovely land. 
seeped lot. Call Danny 
Sheridan for further 
details. 
THIRi"Y-SIX ACRES 
Choice rural acreage close 
to town. Good road access 
on school bus route. This 
could be developed Into a 
beautiful rural homestead 
or farm and Is priced to 
sell. Call Danny Sheridan 
for details. 
JOHN CURRIE ~ 7flk3L~l 
BOB SHERIDAN - 1354M4 
, DICK EVANS - LlS.7~il 
836-6142 
10 percent mortgage-- 4916 
Scott Ave. Close to all 
schools. Attractive 4 bdrm. 
home newly decorated. 
Acorn fireplace In living 
room. Full basement with 
ran room, laundry room & 
workshop. For ap- 
pointment to view call Dick 
Evans. 
GOOD STARTER HOME 
Delightful two bedroom 
house In Horseshoe area. 
Full basement which could 
be developed. New gel 
furnace. Priced at 544,O00. 
Call Danny Sheridan for 
details. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
120 feat frontage on 4900 
Block Kelth Ave. Over 1 
acre. For more in. 
formation contact Dick 
Evans. 
II 
THORNHILL BUILDING 
LOT 
111](200 on Walker and 
Hagen. Could be sub. 
divided. Present offers. 
Call Dick Evans. 
WESTVIEW DRIVE 
Price has been reduced on 
this attractive 4 bdrm. 
home featuring a brick 
fireplace In the living 
room. Cedar feature wall, 
covered deck off dining 
room. Full basement with 
laundry room, workshop, 
rec room and sauna. To 
view this home call Dick 
Evans. 
I 
ACREAGE 
10 acres of level land 
located on gravel road 
approx, two miles from 
munlclpol boundary. Small 
area cleared. Priced 
reduced to sell. For full 
details contact any of our 
FINE FAMILY HOME 
Attractive split level home 
located In a choice area, 
close to schools, featuring 
wall to wall carpotlng, 
ensu l te  p lumbing ,  
fireplace, eating area In 
the kitchen, patio doors to a 
rear deck off dlnlnB room, 
Carport, easy care brick 
and Aluminum siding 
exterior and paved 
driveway. Home Is 
available now. Phone 
Rusty Llungh to view. 
BRAND NEW BEAUTY 
Spacious split-level design 
with large entry hall, 
fireplace, quality car. 
patlng, eating area In the 
kitchen with view of fami ly 
room, patio doors to rear 
concrete sundeck, 3 
bedrooms, 3 baths, and 
many more extras. Phone 
Rusty or Bert to view. 
BERT LJUNGH • 435-5154 
RUSTY LJUNGH . 4:15.1154 
DANNY SHERIDAN . 43S.5S27 
AVENUE REALTY LTD, 
636-4911 
Closet Space i ~ ~  
LOG HOME While it would be ideal if Put an End to A Dog's House 2 years 01d. 3 bedrooms. 
you and your spouse could Kids' Clutter is His Castle! '1  MOBILE HOME Custom-made heater.  
each have your own closet, Just when you th ink  While you're busy fixing _B 1 year old. 14x70 Bendix. 3 Unfinished double garage. 
bedrooms. Built.In china Approx. 16 acres. Asking HOME WITH SHOP am few homes allow space for you've used every inch of up your home this spring, B cabltiet. 80'x200' lot. Most price $68,000. 7 years old. 2 bedrooms= 
this luxury, available siorage space in don't overlook your dog's • furnishings. Asking price Sundeck. 24x36 shop. i
One way to get around th~ your youngster's room, domain. • S36,500. Asking price $35,500. 
battle over closet space is to along comes another sug. Make any necessary re- IH, 
put up adivider, neatly par- gestion: utilize the outside of pairs, then clean your • IE _! . ~ 
titioning your closet in half, that closet door by nailing pooch's pad out with hot : A . LePage Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service •• 
with appropriate space- wall racks or quilted shoe water and pine oil cleaner. • .  
eachsaving el°set ac°ess°ries °n hags t° the d°°r f°r st°ring Replace that °'d rug With a "~ 6 3 i d ,odds and ends. nice newone and Rover wil, 6 3 6 1  EVENINGS- imB. 
b e  in clover! i "" Bob Rlpmeester Harry Smith ~: 
• 635-2832 635-3626 
A little organization, • J im Duf fy"  Laur ieForbesBm 
some weeding out. of un- .  • 4611 UKELSE AvE, 6,~-  635.7448 : 
used garments, and "his" • Stan Parker  Gordon Olson 
and "hers" sections should B TERRA6E, B.¢ .  ,3 ,403 ,  , .40 .  : 
resolve the crowded-closet .lliliiiiliillllillll_llilmliilliilllm I i l l l i l i i l  
syndrome, neatly. • • 
i MEDIUM-PRICE HOME 9 years old. 3 bedrooms. 
mEnsulte, 1152 sq. ft. Patio. 
n Fenced lot. Asking price 
SPACIOUS BUNGALOW 
• 4 years old. 3 bedrooms. 
1289 sq. ft. Double carport. 
Close to schools. Asking 
price 549,soo. 
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS 
5 years old. 4 bedrooms. 
Full basement. Fireplace. 
2 full baths. Carport. 
Fenced yard. Natural gas 
heat .  Immediate  
possession. Asking price 
563,500. 
HOME ON ~ ACRE • 
5 years old. 3 bedrooms.•] 
Full basement. Double•] 
carport. 186x119 lot. Asking • 
price 566 ,500. .  • 
HOME WITH REVENUES 
7 years old. 3 bedroomsJll 
Carport. 2 bedroon~ 
basement suite. AsklnG~ 
price $59,900. • 
i / i i i ng i i lnnBB- -  -n i ! - r -  . . . . .  . . . - -me i la i l in l i l l i l  
a sm,T. ,, 
[ 
• M, 
